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 Dutch superyachts 
are serious business
The Italians have their Ferraris, Lamborghinis and Maseratis, 
the Brits their Rolls-Royces and Aston Martins, the French their 
haute cuisine and fragrances. But the Dutch are probably mak- 
ing the most expensive kind of gift that only the richest people 
in the world can afford, the superyacht. From a very small niche 
market in the fifties/sixties, it developed into a serious branch 
of Dutch shipbuilding. A development that found its confirma- 
tion in October 2019 with the affiliation of superyacht builders 
with trade association Netherlands Maritime Technology.
The Maritime Monitor 2020 states that the construction of su- 
peryachts has its own dynamics within the shipbuilding sector 
and is mainly focused on export. About twenty yards in the 
Netherlands are involved in superyacht construction (>24 me-
tres). Superyacht building in the Netherlands focuses on 
custom built production. This means that design and construc- 
tion take place according to the wishes of the client and that 
there is no or only limited standardisation. This requires highly 
specialised craftsmen. In 2019, the yards already employed over 
3300 persons and that number is still growing. According to the 
Monitor, the industry has experienced strong growth in recent 
years. Consequently, superyacht builders are expanding their 
yards. In the port of Amsterdam, there is currently a clustering 
of several large companies that have established themselves 
here or have plans to do so.
In their orderbook per 1-1-2021, the Dutch superyacht yards had 
noted 61 ships with a total of 245,350 compensated gross ton- 
nage, almost half the total tonnage all the Dutch shipyards had 
in their orderbook at the beginning of this year. Last year, the 
yacht builders delivered sixteen ships with a CGT of 49,969. And 
even better: they received orders for another 27 yachts of 
99,784 CGT. The total orderbook is valued at € 5.380 billion.
So, plenty of reasons for the editors of SWZ|Maritime to zoom in 
on the success of the Dutch superyacht builders and the cur-
rent developments and trends for the future. Our colleague San-
der Klos coordinated this special. Also many thanks to our other 
contributors Bram Jongepier (Feadship) and Robert van Tol 
(Water Revolution Foundation) who wrote about YETI, an energy 
label for superyachts, James Roy (Lateral Naval Architects), 
who discusses the electrification of superyachts and Moritz 
Krijgsman (MARIN), who describes research into future power, 
propulsion and energy systems, and all the others that provided 
interesting articles for this September edition.

Our September special dives into 
the world of Dutch superyacht 
building. Topics include electrifica-
tion, an energy label for super- 
yachts, innovative fenders, hydro-
foils and much more.

With accelerating climate change, there is an urgent need 
to change the way we propel forward. Combined solid 
oxide fuel cell (SOFC)-internal combustion engine (ICE) 
systems can pave the way for the next generation of ex-
tremely efficient prime-movers on board ships, operating 
on alternative marine fuels, with ultra-low emissions.

Combined SOFC-ICE systems

Superyacht special

 ÈTA has launched a project which 
is to result in an energy efficient 
vessel. The name ÈTA has been se-
lected due to the fact that the Greek 
letter “η” (eta) is used as a symbol 
for efficiency.

Cover: In 2020, Royal Huisman carried out an extensive refit of the “classic” 

Feadship motor yacht Broadwater (ex Rasselas). The work included a four-metre 

extension of the hull (picture by Royal Huisman/Onne van der Wal).

The energy efficient ÈTA ship 
design
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GustoMSC designs used for giant offshore wind installation ships for Cadeler

NOV has signed a contract with COSCO 
Shipping Heavy Industry and Cadeler to 
supply two GustoMSC NG-20000X self-pro-
pelled wind turbine installation jack-up 
vessel designs. This Cadeler X-Class is said 
to have the largest jacking capacity in the 
industry. 
The X-Class is designed with 5600 m2 of 
deck space and a carrying capacity of 
more than 17,600 tonnes. This new hybrid, 
DNV certified, cyber-secure jack-up vessel 
is designed to transport and install seven 
complete 15 MW turbine sets or five sets of 
20+ MW turbines, a significant upgrade 
from prior designs. This expanded carrying 
capacity will reduce the number of vessel 
trips required per development and accel-
erate installation speed. 

In addition to the overall jack-up design, 
NOV will supply the jacking system that 
lifts the vessel and cargo above the water-
line to safely install wind turbines. The 
jacking systems will incorporate NOV’s 

proprietary advanced regenerative power 
system technology that will provide fuel 
savings and emission reductions. 
The first NG-20000X jack-up vessel is con-
tracted for one of the largest offshore wind 
farms in the world – RWE’s 1.4 GW Sofia 
wind park – and is scheduled for delivery in 
the third quarter of 2024. 
In parallel, NOV is supplying new heavy-lift 
cranes for Cadeler’s existing O-Class ves-
sels, the Wind Orca and Wind Osprey, to 
upgrade the existing fleet’s capabilities to 
handle the next-generation of turbines. 
With the upgraded O-Class and new 
X-Class vessels, Cadeler says its fleet will 
lead the industry in both loading capacity 
and the ability to transport, service, and 
install the next-generation wind turbines.

First zero-emission inland vessel using battery containers sets sail

Zero Emission Services (ZES) has started 
sailing the Alphenaar. It is the first Dutch 
inland navigation vessel that uses ex-
changeable energy containers for its pro-
pulsion. The Alphenaar will sail between 
Alphen aan den Rijn and Moerdijk for 
Heineken brewery.
The energy containers, so called 
“ZESpacks”, are standard 20ft containers 
filled with batteries charged with green 
electricity. The ZESpacks are loaded and 
swapped at the company's first loading 
station at CCT’s terminal in Alphen aan den 
Rijn. In addition to the containers, ZES also 
provides an open-access charging infra-
structure and a pay-per-use payment con-
cept. 
ZES has the ambition to scale up in the 
short term to eight ships, eight charging 

stations and fourteen ZESpacks and wants 
to realise thirty zero emission shipping 
routes by 2030. Founded last year by 
ENGIE, ING, Wärtsilä and the Port of Rot-
terdam Authority, with the support of the 
Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Man-
agement, the company is taking an impor-
tant step in the transition towards emis-

sion-free inland shipping.
‘With our ZESpack and a standard connec-
tor (the “plug”) we are laying the founda-
tion,’ says  Willem Dedden, CEO of ZES. ‘In 
combination with the financing and pay-
per-use package devised by ING, ZES of-
fers skippers a low-threshold, future-proof 
open access innovation. The ZESpacks 
system can also adapt as technology im-
proves: the ZESpacks currently in use work 
with Lithium-Ion batteries, but in the future 
this could also be hydrogen, ammonia or 
something else. The ZESpack always fits 
the connection, regardless of the type of 
energy in the container.’
The design of the connector is available to 
anyone free of charge, so that the market 
can work with various suppliers of energy 
containers.

Upcoming SWZ articles to be published online only

Sometimes SWZ|Maritime has more good 
articles at its disposal than we have room 
for in the magazine or they arrive too late 
to be included in a certain special. To share 
these articles with you, we will be publish-
ing them on our website. To give you a 
heads-up on what's to come, we will an-
nounce these articles in our magazine too.

By the end of September, we will publish 
two such articles. One about students of 
the Maritime Institute Willem Barentsz who 
went to visit yacht builder Royal Huisman 
to talk about yacht building. Of course, this 
ties in with the yacht special before you. 
The other is by Ir Rogier Eggers, senior 
project manager at MARIN, and discusses 

wind-assisted propulsion and how to apply 
it with maximum performance.
Make sure you do not miss these articles 
and regularly check our website 
www.swzmaritime.nl or subscribe to our 
weekly newsletter through 
https://swzmaritime.nl/newsletter-2/ 

SWZ'S EDITORS

The wind turbine installation jack-ups are based on 

GustoMSC’s NG-20000X design.

Loading the ZESpack on board the Alphenaar (by Ries 

van Wendel de Joode).
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Pioneering Spirit’s jacket lift system beams arrive in Rotterdam

The two huge steel beams for Pioneering 
Spirit’s new jacket lift system have arrived 
in Rotterdam after a week-long tow from 
the fabrication yard in northern Italy. Now 
starts the challenge of installing these 
6000-tonne mega steel structures on board 
the world’s largest vessel.
This highly complex operation involves 
skidding the beams, inch by inch, over the 
aft deck to a final resting place. Here they 
will be aligned and connected with the 
hang-off frame and upend system. The 
contrast between beam size and installa-
tion tolerances is incredible. The final 
alignment requirements of the 170-metre 
beams is less than 2 millimetres. Over the 
next couple of weeks, Allseas engineers 

will support the vessel crew to execute the 
latest milestone in the realisation of the 
new lift system.
The jacket lift system is built to install and 
remove entire jackets up to 20,000 tonnes 
in a single lift. It can operate in hostile 
weather conditions and the new technolo-
gy offers a safer and faster alternative to 
conventional systems. While the technolo-
gy is ground-breaking, the way the system 
works is rather simple, states Allseas. After 
making cuts to a jacket’s foundation piles 
at seabed level, hoisting blocks suspended 
from the lifting beams raise the jacket at 
the main legs. The jacket is subsequently 
aligned with the beams, reclined, and skid-
ded further inboard before transit.

The lift beams are the final piece of the 
puzzle. Once these are installed, all compo-
nents will be connected, commissioned 
and tested. The complete jacket lift system 
is to be ready for the first projects in sum-
mer 2022.

Damen goes to market with new versatile ship design

Damen is set to launch a new vessel type, 
the multifunctional Multibuster 8020. With 
its shallow draught and DP2 capabilities, 
the ship is suitable for a wide range of 
nearshore and offshore activities. Alb-
wardy Damen will deliver the first one for 
stock in October.
Damen’s subsidiary OSD-IMT designed the 
Multibuster 8020. It has a minimum operat-
ing draught of only 3 metres. With an 800 
m2 unobstructed aft deck, the entire beam 
of the vessel is available for performing 
tasks such as welding, as it is free from de-
aeration systems and filling pipes. It has 
accommodation for sixty people (including 
fourteen crew). 

The vessel has an active heave compen-
sated crane, which has a short boom lifting 
capacity of 65 tonnes and a maximum out-
reach of 30 metres. The Multibuster can be 
outfitted with daughter craft, an A-frame, 
FiFi 2, an anchor handling tug winch, stern 

rollers or a four-point mooring system. The 
hull is strengthened for beaching. With the 
addition of a crew access system, it can 
also serve as a Walk-to-Work vessel.
Damen also sees a role for the ship in hu-
manitarian aid and disaster relief support. 
It could even be used as a military training 
vessel. The shipyard has already prepared 
the vessel for refitting. Potential options 
include an extra deck for a helideck and 
hangar, and davits to launch RIBs/Intercep-
tors. Additionally, the new vessel type is 
suitable for both dredging and subsea min-
ing applications. In these markets, it could 
serve as a support vessel to the mother 
ship.

 Value Maritime to install CO2 capture and storage on container ship Nordica

Value Maritime from Rotterdam has devel-
oped an onboard CO2 capture and storage 
solution. A capture module captures CO2 
from the vessel’s exhaust and uses the CO2 
to charge a CO2 battery. The first such sys-
tem will be installed on Visser Shipping's 
container vessel Nordica in October. 
The module will be integrated in Value 
Maritime’s Filtree System; a small prefabri-
cated, pre-installed, “plug and play” gas 
cleaning system. According to the compa-
ny, the Nordica is the first vessel to capture 

and store CO2 on board whilst in operation. 
The 1040-TEU vessel will be operated by 
X-Press Feeders. 
The system is based on a patented technol-
ogy to remove CO2 from the ship's exhaust 
gas. The CO2 charges the CO2 battery; an 
onboard storage facility which can charge 
and discharge CO2 infinitely. The charged 
battery will be offloaded in ports and trans-
ported to CO2 customers (e.g. the agricul-
tural sector) who “re-use” the CO2. After 
discharge, the battery returns to the ves-

sel, to be recharged with CO2.
Classification society Bureau Vertitas is 
involved in the relevant approval of the 
system. Value Maritime will start loading 
and offloading the CO2 batteries at the Rot-
terdam Short Sea Terminal. The company 
expects to expand to additional locations 
shortly, amongst others Bremerhaven and 
Hamburg. According to Value Maritime the 
system could capture up to 100 per cent of 
the vessel’s CO2 emissions, enabling a hugh 
impact on the vessel’s CO2 footprint.

The lift beams were transported by Allseas’ barge Iron 

Lady.

Damen’s Multibuster is suitable for different activities, 

from offshore work to military training and dredging.
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I n a recent podcast of Netherlands Maritime Technology (NMT, 
www.maritimetechnology.nl), project director Roderick Gort of 
Dutch superyacht builder Oceanco from Alblasserdam confirmed 
that the near future prospects for his yard and its Dutch competi- 

tors like Feadship, Damen Yachting, Royal Huisman, Heesen and 
Moonen are just fine. ‘There is a healthy commercial market,’ Gort said. 
The fact that at the end of 2020 the Dutch yards were building no less 
than thirteen superyachts on speculation, meaning they started con-
struction without yet having a customer for it, is a clear sign of the con-
fidence that the yards have in the future.
Confidence that is based on excellent figures on new orders. From new 
orders worth € 1.067 billion in 2018 and € 1.012 billion in 2019, the newly 
received orders rose to a staggering € 2.150 billion last year. With this, 

While the world’s biggest cruise shipbuilders in especially Germany got into serious financial troubles 
and had to lay off thousands of workers and the whole cruise industry came to a total standstill, the 
Dutch specialists in the building of superyachts enjoyed a very good year last year. The number of 
orders they received in fact doubled. It is, to say the least, particularly noteworthy, striking and at the 
same time uplifting for the Dutch shipbuilding industry that the yacht industry is doing so well. 

SUPERYACHT BUILDING – A GROWING 
INDUSTRY IN TIMES OF A PANDEMIC

MARK E TS

the value of the total orderbook grew from € 4.078 billion in 2018 and € 
4.021 billion in 2019 to a very healthy volume of € 5.380 billion last year. I 
bet there aren’t that many people who would have dared to predict this 
in January/February 2020, when the world turned into a deep crisis due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
 
A very uncertain market
In the podcast, Gort also told that at the beginning of 2020, the atmos-
phere was very uncertain. The yard's management monitored the de-
velopments of the pandemic from day to day and decided to take meas-
ures at an early stage. The obligation to wear a face mask in the 
workplace was implemented and everyone who was not constantly 
needed at the offices in Alblasserdam and the recently acquired new 
facilities in Zwijndrecht had to work from home.
The workers that had to keep working on the yachts, including the per-
sonnel of suppliers, had to be tested every day. Oceanco has set up its 
own test site for this. ‘All this to be able to work safely… Our suppliers, 
too, realy appreciated this way of working. It has created a very safe 
working environment and allowed us to continue working in full,’ Gort 
explained. And there was enough work, as after the first uncertain 
months in spring, the first orders began dropping in.
 
Richest man in the world
A clear sign that despite the first panic about the economic conse-
quences of the pandemic the superyacht business was not doing so 
badly at all, were the reports in May 2020 that the at that moment rich-
est man in the world – e-commerce giant Amazon’s Jeff Bezos – had 
ordered a 127-metre three-mast yacht at Oceanco. This mega sailing 
yacht worth several hundreds of millions of euros will be accompanied 
by a smaller ship with a helicopter platform to provide the yacht with 
supplies. Whatever one might think about the superrich that always 
get richer, this is also a huge compliment to the Dutch superyacht in-
dustry and recognition of the unrivalled quality the Dutch yards can 
deliver.
Like Genie, the genie from Aladdin's lamp, the Dutch yacht builders 
make the dreams of their clients come true. And like Oceanco’s project 
director Gort pointed out, the clients are dreaming of a unique and ever 
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pliers and can meet any requirements demanded by the customer at 
short notice. As a result, the barrier to sail their yacht to northwestern 
Europe is gone.’ 
With this in mind, Oceanco has taken over the former yard of offshore 
supplier Heerema in Zwijndrecht and Royal Huisman has opened a new 
site in Amsterdam. Royal Van Lent, which belongs to the Feadship 

group, has also opened a sec-
ond yard, in addition to the one 
on Kaag island, in the Amster-
dam port area. In the port of 
Rotterdam there are initiatives 
as well to do more with the re-
fit of super- and megayachts. 
While for many in the Nether-
lands the superyacht industry 
stays a rather unknown sector, 
the Dutch superyacht yards 
have an excellent reputation. 
Every year, new Dutch yachts 
are awarded important profes-
sional prizes. In 2020, Feadship 
won awards with three yachts 
at the World SuperYacht 
Awards. These were M/Y Pi 

(Motor yacht of the year, displacement motor yachts between 1500 GT 
and 1999 GT); M/Y Najiba (Displacement motor yachts between 500 GT 
and 999 GT); and M/Y Lady S (Displacement motor yachts between 2000 
GT and 4999 GT). Another award went to Royal Huisman/Huisfit for the 
refit of S/Y Vagrant (category Re-built yachts).
 
The yacht as a corona bubble
For the success of the superyacht in a time that the world has suffered 
an enormous amount of casualties and a lot of people as well as the 
economy have to conform to annoying restrictions, Oceanco’s project 
director Gort has a statement as remarkable as it is simple. Super- and 
megayachts offer a private and safe area to pass your holidays, in easi-
ly controlled surroundings. The crew of a superyacht consists of up to 
fifteen or twenty people plus the guests that the owner chooses himself. 
That is of course a number of people that is far more easily controlled 
and tested than those on a big cruise ship where the number of pas- 
sengers and crew can be up to 7000 or 8000 (Oasis-class Royal Carib- 
bean). ‘A superyacht is easy to control and to keep clean,’ according to 
Gort. 

bigger, longer yacht. So, the yachts are getting longer and more and 
more custom built. And about ten years ago, the Dutch yacht builders 
were especially strong in building yachts from thirty to sixty or seventy 
metres, but now they compete with the German yards that were always 
building the biggest yachts. Moreover, in the category of less than 100 
metres, the Dutch yards continue to be a strong competitor to the Ger-
mans and especially the Italian and Turkish yards.
 
A good year
Like Feadship, Damen Yachting, Oceanco, Royal Huisman, Heesen and 
Moonen all booked good results in 2020. According to the annual report 
of NMT, the size of the yachts delivered varied between 24 and 120 me-
tres. The Netherlands is building ever larger yachts. In 2020, six yachts 
where sold that were eighty metres or larger (megayachts). In 2019, that 
was still only one. The orderbook of the Dutch yards currently contains 
fifteen yachts of eighty metres or larger.
NMT warns that the growing amount of work also has a downside. Sev-
eral suppliers can’t process more orders as the workloads are greater 
than they can normally handle. NMT emphasizes the need for more in-
tensive cooperation between yards and suppliers. 
Due to the pandemic and travel restrictions imposed by authorities, a lot 
of shows were cancelled and even the selling process was hit. Royal 
Huisman and Moonen did manage to sell some ships online, however.  
 
Travel restrictions
Those travel restrictions also hampered the construction of the yachts 
as clients, supervisors and superintendents that must monitor refits, and 
future crews, who had to be trained with their new ship, experienced 
difficulties with entering the Netherlands. Deliveries were not always 
easy to handle. But when NMT published its annual report in May this 
year, it could also be reported that this matter had successfully been 
solved in good cooperation with the responsible department and border 
control.
Travelling easily to and from the Netherlands is also a basic precondi-
tion for the refitting of yachts. Under the umbrella of NMT, the yacht 
building industry works together in the Holland Yachting Group to 
strengthen the interests of the Dutch yacht building industry. One of the 
opportunities the Holland Yachting Group has identified, is the growing 
need for refits. Super- and megayachts change ownership ever more 
often, or the owners want their ships modified and adjusted to the re-
quirements of the future or to make the propulsion and energy systems 
of the ships more sustainable.
For still just a decade ago, clients often wanted their newbuilt super- 
yacht to be able to sail fast. So, superyachts were often equipped with 
very powerful engines that used a lot of fuel. But sailing at high speed 
often goes at the cost of comfort with more noise and vibration. Yet, ac-
cording to the project director of Oceanco, owners are also becoming 
aware that installing so much power often has no sense and nowadays 
there is more need for a more efficient power train that uses far less en-
ergy. 

The Dutch are warming up to refits
‘Customers like to come back to the original builder of their yacht,’ Gort 
stated in the NMT podcast. ‘The original builder has the network of sup-

MARK E TS

That the richest 
man in the world 
orders a Dutch 
yacht is 
recognition of 
their unrivalled 
quality 

Antoon Oosting
Freelance maritime journalist and
SWZ|Maritime’s Editor-in-Chief,
swz.rotterdam@knvts.nl
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MARIT IME MONTHLY

NEW ORDERS
Wellingdorf 
Schlepp- und Fährgesellschaft Kiel (SFK) or-
dered a second fully electric ferry from Hol-
land Shipyards Group in mid August. In May 
2021, Holland Shipyards had already delivered 
the identical Düsternbrook (yard number 
H2019-0072) and in July 2020, the first in a se-
ries of four hybrid ferries, the Gaarden (yard 
number H2018-0138). The remaining three, 
Friedsrichsort (yard number H2021-0588), Wik 
(yard number H2020-0696) and Schilksee (yard 
number H2020-0006), will be completed be-
tween 2022 and 2025. The design of these fer-
ries was prepared by Marimecs, Steenwijk. 
The Wellingdorf (24.70 x 6.50 metres) is com-
pletely emission-free and entirely powered by 
battery power with an installed capacity of 
1092 kWh. Besides the battery pack, the ves-
sel also has twenty solar panels on the roof, 
which provide power to the onboard power 
supply network. The Wellingdorf (H2020-0702) 
will operate over the Kieler Förde and has a 
capacity of 140 pedestrians and sixty bicy-
cles. It is expected to enter service mid 2022.  

Shoalbuster 2711 ICE 
On behalf of Fairplay Towage Polska Sp. z.o.o., 
Szczcecin, Damen Shipyards, Kozle, will build 
an IMO Tier III certified Shoalbuster 2711 ICE. 
The standardised workboat will be the first 
Shoalbuster 2711 featuring ice class to enable 
it to work all year round to perform various 
operations, including in the offshore wind in-
dustry in the Baltic and North Sea.  
The dimensions of the 327-GT Shoalbuster 
2711 are: Loa (pp) x B x D (d) = 27.02 (23.82) x 
11.63 x 4.25 (3.00) metres. The propulsion in-
stallation consists of two Caterpillar main en-

gines, type 3512C B (170 x 215), with a total 
output of 3400 hp or 2500 kW at 1800 rpm via 
two WAF773 gearboxes (7.087 : 1) on two fixed 
pitch Promarin propellers with a diameter of 
2250 mm in Optima nozzles for a bollard pull of 
45 tonnes and a speed of 12 knots. The hy-
draulic bow thruster has an output of 200 hp. 
The bunker capacity is 125 m3. The workdeck 
has a surface area of 75 m2. Accommodation 
is provided for seven persons. 
 

LAUNCHINGS 
 
Thun Empower 
At Ferus Smit GmbH, Leer, the ice class 1A 
Eco-tanker Thun Empower (yard number 452, 
imo 9817183) was launched on 22 July after 
being christened by Katharina Stanzel, man-
aging director of Intertanko. The keel had 
been laid on 7 October 2020. The Thun Em-
power is the last of a series of four product 

and chemical tankers being built by Ferus 
Smit under Bureau Veritas classification.  
The details of these tankers are: 4923 GT, 2253 
NT, 7999 DWT – Loa (pp) x B x D (d) = 114.95 
(112.34) x 15.87 x 10.10 (6.95) metres. Propul-
sion is by a Wärtsilä dual-fuel engine, type 
6L34DF (340 x 400), 2999 kW, at 750 rpm, on a 
nozzled single propeller for a speed of 14 
knots. The LNG tank is placed on deck. The 
nine cargo tanks have a capacity of 9540 m3. 
The Thun Empower is to be delivered to Thun 
Tankers BV in Delfzijl (Erik Thun AB, Lid-
köping) for management by the MF Shipping 
Group, Farmsum, in mid September. The ice 
class 1A Eco-tankers will be used in the Baltic 
service.  
 
Celtic 
At Partner Stocznia Sp.z.o.o., Szczecin, the 
hull of the Celtic (yard number 012, imo 
9917672) for Celtic Beheer BV (Global Sea- 
trade BV), Urk, was launched on 22 July. The 
keel had been laid on 31 July 2020. In tow of 

The Wellingdorf will become identical to the Düsternbrook 

delivered previously. 

The Shoalbuster 2711 ICE. 

The Thun Empower is the last in a series of four (photo H. Zuur). 
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the m.t. Waterman, the hull arrived at IJmui- 
den four days later and was towed by the 
Chelsea-B and Waterstad to Urk for comple-
tion by Hartman Marine Shipbuilding BV. The 
Celtic is a ro/ro-vessel with open top notation, 
type R3 Carrier. It is a 15-metre longer version 
of the previously built R2 Carriers, the Baltic 
(2017), Western Rock (2018) and Eastern Rock 
(2019). The Baltic was sold in 2020 and con-
verted into the fishery support ship Eidsvaag 
Omega.  
The details of the Bureau Veritas classed R3 
Carrier are: 3400 GT, 4000 DWT – Loa (pp) x B 
x D (d) = 107.60 (100.25) x 14.00 x 10.00 (5.00) 
metres. Propulsion by an ABC main engine, 
type 6DZC (256 x 310), with an output of 1325 
kW or 1800 hp at 1000 rpm on a controllable 
pitch propeller in a nozzle for a speed of 10.5 
knots. At Partner, the second, identical R3 
Carrier (yard number 013) is already under 
construction.   
 

DELIVERIES 
 
Sophie 
Damen Shipyards Yichang completed the third 
in a series of four CombiFreighters 3850 in Au-
gust. The Sophie left Yichang on 22 June and 

was handed over in Chang Xin to Sophie 
Schifffahrts GmbH & Co. KG, Haren-Ems. It 
will operate under the Latvian flag.  
The details of the CF 3850 are: 2518 GT, 1837 
NT, 3850 DWT – Loa (pp) x B x D (d) = 89.70 
(84.99) x 12.50 x 7.00 (5.48) metres. Propulsion 
by an ABC main engine, type 6DZC, with se-
lective catalytic reduction (SCR) Tier III and 
an output of 1104 kW at 800 rpm via WAF 1143 
on a fixed pitch propeller with a diameter of 
2600 mm for a speed of 11.8 knots. The bunker 
capacity is 228 m3 marine gas oil (MGO). The 
electric bow thruster in a tunnel has an output 
of 280 kW. The hold has as dimensions 62.50 x 
10.10 x 8.40 metres with a total capacity of 
185.400 cft or 5250 m3. The tank top is 
strengthened for heavy cargo up to 15 tonnes/
m2. The container capacity is 172 TEU (108 
TEU in the hold and 64 TEU on deck). Accom-
modation is provided for nine crew.
 
Name Imo Yard Delivery 
  number
Solitas-H 9858670 559010 Aug-2021 
Unitas-H 9858682 559011 Jan-2021 
Sophie 9864760 559012 Aug-2021 
Benabell G 9864772 559013 Aug-2021
The Damen series of four CombiFreighters 3850. 

 
Groene Wind 
In the Port of Ostend, the naming ceremony 
was held on 25 June for the DP2, twin-hulled 
Service Operation Vessel (SOV) Groene Wind 
(yard number 72, imo 9900318). The Belgian 
Federal Minister of Energy, Tinne van der 
Straeten, acted as godmother. The SOV was 
directly chartered by DEME Offshore Be NV, 
Zwijndrecht, to Siemens Gamesa for mainte-
nance activities at the Rentel and SeaMade 
offshore wind farms in the Belgian North Sea. 
The Rentel offshore wind farm, located some 
40 kilometres off the coast of Ostend, com-
prises 42 Siemens Gamesa 7.35-MW wind tur-
bines, which have been in operation since 
January 2019. The 487-MW SeaMade com-
prises the 252-MW Seastar and the 235-MW 
Mermaid offshore wind projects, which fea-
ture 58 Siemens Gamesa 8.4-MW turbines. 
The keel of the vessel had been laid at Cemre 
Muhendislik Gemi Insaat Sanayi ve Ticaret 
Ltd. Sti, Yalova, on 13 December 2019 and the 
launching took place on 1 October 2020. Trials 
were held on 1-2 and 4-5 May. After delivery 
on 3 June, the Groene Wind departed from 

Istanbul to travel to Ostend three days later.  
The technical details of the SOV are: 3425 GT, 
330 DWT – Loa (pp) x B x D (d) = 61.70 (54.80) x 
23.20 x 13.65 (6.50) metres. Propulsion is pro-
vided by four MTU main engines, type 
12V4000M23S, with an output of 7608 hp or 
5600 kW at 1800 rpm coupled to two controlla-
ble pitch propellers and two bow thrusters for 
a speed of 12 knots. The DP2 SOV is of a Small 
Waterplane Area Twin Hull (SWATH) design 
and is equipped with an SMST motion-com-
pensated gangway for the safe transfer of the 
technicians to the turbines, even in significant 
wave heights of up to 2.5 metres. Accommo-
dation is provided for 24 technicians and a 
nautical crew.  
 
Bio Guerra 
After a voyage of 53 days, the ASD 2813 Bio 
Guerra (yard number 513321, imo 9889837) 
safely arrived in the homeport of Cotonou, 
Benin, on 22 July for commissioning by the 
port authorities. During the last days of the 
voyage, the Bio Guerra was being escorted 
by the Nigerian Navy in the Gulf of Guinea to 
be protected from pirates. The ASD tug de-
parted from Damen Song Cam Shipyard JSC, 
Haiphong on its own keel on 31 May. The sec-
ond ASD 2813, the Amazone (yard number 
513316, imo 9873565), arrived at Cotonou in 
August.  
The technical details of the Bureau Veritas 
classed ASD 2813 are: 381 GT, 114 NT – Loa 
(pp) x B x D (d) = 27.59 (24.14) x 12.93 x 5.15 
(3.95) metres. With two Caterpillar main en-
gines, type 3516C TA HD/D (170 x 215), IMO 
Tier III compliant, with a total output of 5050 
kW or 6862 hp at 1800 rpm on two RR azimuth 
thrusters, type US 255 P30/P35 FP with a di-

The R3 Carrier Celtic (photo R. Coster). 

The CF 3850 Sophie is the third in a series of four. 

The SOV Groene Wind was named in the Port of Ostend. 
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ameter of 3000 mm, a speed of 13.4 knots and 
a bollard pull of 84.8 tonnes can be obtained. 
The bunker capacity is 101.55 m3.  
 
Six RoPax 8117 ferries 
As Island 5, the fifth in a series of six Island 
Class ferries built for British Columbia Ferries 
Services Inc. is on its way to Canada. Starting 
the journey from Damen Shipyards in Galati 
on 31 July, the vessel will make the 
10,700-nautical-mile transatlantic trip under 
its own (hybrid) power, refuelling twice along 
the way at Santa Cruz de Tenerife and Balboa 
(Panama Canal) and sailing up the west coast 
before arriving at Point Hope Maritime Ltd. in 
Victoria B.C. The Island Class is designed for 
future fully electric operation and is a major 
step in BC Ferries’ Clean Futures Plan. Once 
electric charging technology can be installed 
at the terminals, the new vessels will operate 
as fully battery-electric ferries, using clean 
renewable hydro-electric energy. The ferries 
can run fully electric, but until BC Ferries has 
sufficient onshore charging facilities, the 
ships will run on ultra low sulphur MGO to 
meet Tier III requirements. The first two Island 
Class ferries were transported from Romania 
to British Columbia on the semi-submersible 
vessel Sun Rise (2012 - 22,499 GT) at the end 
of 2019, entering service as Island Discovery 
and Island Aurora on the Powell River – Texa-
da Island route and the Port McNeill – Alert 
Bay – Sointula Island route in mid 2020. The 
third and fourth ferry, temporarily named Is-
land 3 and 4, already arrived under their own 

power at Victoria on 22 July and 13 August 
respectively. After commissioning, both fer-
ries will provide two-ship service on the 

Campbell River – Quadra Island Route in 2022. 
The Island 6 is still under construction at Ga-
lati, but is to follow soon. For the transatlantic 
crossings on their own keel, the ferries are 
crewed by Redwise, Huizen. 
The details of the Bureau Veritas classed 
Road Ferries 8117 E3 are: 2277 GT, 683 NT, 334 
DWT – Loa (pp) x B x D (d) = 81.20 (74.00) x 
17.00 x 5.70 (3.30) metres. Power is provided 
by two Mitsubishi diesel generators, type 
S16R2-T2-MPTK (170 x 220), total output (2 x 
1920 kW or 2595 hp at 1200 rpm) and an auxil-
iary generator (155 kW at 1800 rpm) for, 
among other things, driving two ice-strength-
ened electrically driven azimuth thrusters 
with a diameter of 1850 mm (2 x 900 kW) for a 
speed of 14 knots. The capacity of the Li-ion 
battery bank is 800 kWh, with the possibility of 
expanding it in the future to switch to fully 
electric propulsion. The bunker capacity is 86 
m3 MGO. Accommodation is provided for 300 
passengers, 47 passenger cars and two trail-

The Bio Guerra is the first ASD 2813 for Cotonou. 

The RoPax 8117 is temporarily named Island 5. 

Name Imo Yard number Launched Delivery 
Island Discovery 9831751 539313 7-Feb-2019 24-Feb-2020 
Island Aurora 9831763 539314 14-Mar-2019 18-Feb-2020
Island 3 9900576 539320 28-Oct-20 2021 
Island 4 9900588 539321 18-Dec-20 2021 
Island 5 9900590 539322 18-Feb-21 2021 
Island 6 9900605 539323 22-Apr-21 2021
The six RoPax 8117 for British Columbia Ferries Services.
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ers on a total garage length of 360 metres. For 
the operation after delivery, Damen Shipyards 
has signed an agreement with Canadian Point 
Hope Shipyards. 

Tidal Pioneer 
Neptune Shipyards BV, Aalst, delivered the 
EuroCarrier 2611 Tidal Pioneer (yard number 
556, imo 9928425) to Sustainable Marine Ener-
gy, Dartmouth NS, on 4 August. The Tidal Pio-
neer sailed from Aalst for trials in Europoort 
on 8 and 9 July. The day after the takeover, 
the Tidal Pioneer departed from Rotterdam to 
Halifax via Ponta Delgada.  
The details of the Bureau Veritas classed Eu-
roCarrier 2611 are: 260 GT, 78 NT – Loa (pp) x 
B x D (d) = 26.48 (23.65) x 11.00 x 3.50 (2.61) 
metres. The propulsion consists of two Cater-
pillar main engines, type C32 (145 x 162), 2636 
hp or 1940 kW at 1800 rpm on fixed propellers 
with a diameter of 1850 mm in nozzles for a 
speed of 10.8 knots and a bollard pull of 35 
tonnes. The bow thruster has an output of 250 
kW. The bunker capacity is 104.4 m3.  
 
L'Avenir  
Concordia Damen Shipbuilding BV, Werken-
dam, has completed the pusher tug L'Avenir 
(yard number CS 876, ENI 023.39113). The hull, 
built by Bengbu Shenzhou Machinery Co. Ltd., 
Bengbu/Jiangsu, arrived at Rotterdam on 
deck of the m.v. Posidana (2008 - 39,258 GT) 
on 13 April 2020. Trials were executed on 25 
June and from 8 until 10 July from Werken-
dam. 
The details of the CDS 2010 are: Loa x B x (d) 
= 19.95 x 9.95 (1.80-2.00) metres. The propul-
sion installation consists of two Caterpillar, 
type C 32, diesel generators with an output of 
2 x 1217 hp or 2 x 895 kW at 1800 rpm via two 
Twin Disc MGX 5225 gearboxes on two Veth 
Propulsion rudder propellers, type VZ-900, 
with a diameter of 1600 mm for a bollard pull 
of 22 tonnes and a speed of 9 knots. The bun-

ker capacity is 61 m3. The pusher tug is 
equipped with a wheelhouse fitted to a col-
umn that can be raised to a viewing height of 
16 metres or lowered as required with an min-
imum air draught of 5.70 metres. The Van Wijk 
deck crane has a lifting capacity of 2 tonnes 
at 17 metres. Accommodation is provided for 
five persons in four cabins. Operational man-
agement has been outsourced to Van Wijn-
gaarden Marine Services BV, Hardinxveld- 
Giessendam. 
 
Adnoc M 01 - M 06  
Al Gafai Marine Services Company LLC, Abu 
Dhabi, has acquired six line boats, type Stan-
Tug 1606, Adnoc M-01 up to M-06 (yard num-
bers 503221-26) from Sharjah-based Albwardy 
Damen Shipyard. The vessels were pur-
chased with a view to the 25-year agreement 
of Adnoc Logistics & Services with the Petro-
leum Ports Authority for servicing all petrole-
um ports in Abu Dhabi. Line boats are the 
workhorses of 24-7 port operations, perform-

ing the critical role of taking mooring lines 
from the ship to the dock.  
The details of the StanTug 1606 are: 47 GT, 14 
NT – 16.76 (14.83) x 5.5 x 2.52 (1.95) metres. 
Propulsion installation: two Caterpillar main 
engines, type C 18 TA/B (145 x 183), total out-
put of 894 kW or 1214 hp at 1800 rpm via WAF 
264L (4.5 : 1) on two Kaplan II fixed pitch pro-
pellers in Optima nozzles with a diameter of 
1350 mm, and two rudders, for a bollard pull of 
16.4 tonnes and a speed of 11.1 knots. The 
bunker capacity is 14.2 m3. Accommodation is 
provided for four persons. 
 
Ricochet 
Damen Shipyards Group delivered the Fast 
Crew Supplier (FCS) 1605 Ricochet to Allseas 
on 14 June. The vessel will support the Pio-
neering Spirit, the largest construction vessel 
in the world. The contract for delivery of the 
FCS 1605 was signed on 15 March. The fast 
delivery was possible as a result of Damen’s 
practice of building its vessels in series for 
stock. The FCS 1605 is intended to perform 
fast crew and personnel transfers to and from 
the vessel. Damen has also supplied Allseas 
with the cradles to store the vessel aboard 
the Pioneering Spirit, ensuring that the Rico-
chet is able to operate wherever the larger 
vessel is undertaking a project. The light-
weight aluminium FCS 1605 will join a Damen 
Pushy Cat 804, the Nutshell, already aboard 
the Pioneering Spirit.  
The details of the FCS 1605 are: Loa (pp) x B x 
D (d) = 15.70 (15.40) x 4.40 x 1.88 (0.73) metres. 
Propulsion is by two Volvo Penta main en-
gines (131 x 158), total output of 1090 kW or The EuroCarrier 2611 Tidal Pioneer (photo R. Zegwaard). 

The L’Avenir is the fourth CDS 2010 completed by Concordia Damen (photo A. Boer). 

The Adnoc M 02, one of the six StanTugs 1606 for Adnoc 

Logistics & Services. 
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1480 hp at 2300 rpm on two waterjets for a 
maximum speed of 33 knots. The bunker ca-
pacity is 1.89 m3. 
 
Yantra 
In Ruse, the largest inland port of Bulgaria, 
the official naming ceremony of the non-pro-
pelled Cutter Suction Dredger (CSD) 500 Yan-
tra (yard number 561589) took place on 3 
June. This CSD is part of a modernisation pro-
gramme of the Danube dredging fleet for 
keeping the Danube at the required depth of 
-3 metres. The naming ceremony was per-
formed by the Dutch ambassador to Bulgaria, 
Ms Bea ten Tusscher. The BV classed CSD 
was added to the fleet of the Executive Agen-
cy for Exploration and Maintenance of the 
Danube River (EAEMDR). 
 
DA 03  
After extensive testing, the CSD 500 named 
DA 03 was ready for shipment in mid July. The 
modular dredger has been shipped fully dis-
assembled in container-sized elements, with a 
separate container for dismounted compo-
nents from Antwerp to Montevideo, Uruguay, 
before being transferred on a river barge to 

be transported up the Paraguay River. Upon 
arrival, Damen’s team will assemble the 
dredger and provide training to the crew in its 
use. The customised stock dredger will work 
on the Asunción Costanera Sur project for In-
geniería de Topografía y Caminos S.A. (T&C), 
a major civil contractor in Paraguay, to trans-
form the southern river bank of the capital 
Asunción. The modular dredger will sharply 
increase sand production, required to meet 
the ambitious project's deadlines. For dec-
ades, parts of the city have flooded annually 
due to their proximity to the river. As a result, 
residential and industrial areas have gradual-
ly moved away from the waterside, paving the 
way for the creation of a 7.5-metre embank-
ment to prevent flooding.   
 
Six CSDs 
Damen Dredging has delivered five standard 
dredgers type CSD 500 and one type CSD 450, 

including various options, such as anchor 
booms, spud carriage pontoons and dredge 
monitoring instrumentation for each dredger, 
to the Secretaria de Marina, Mexico. 
At the yard, all dredgers were prepared for 
transport and towed to their transit point for 
shipping to Mexico. The six CSDs were 
shipped from Rotterdam Waalhaven on board 
of m.v. UHL Fame (2018 – 16,729 GT) on 15 
May. After arrival on 31 May, the CSDs were 
quickly fully assembled and all towed to 
Tabasco for the first job: Dredging works in 
the State of Tabasco, a river maintenance 
project. The first stage of works took place in 
the González River and at the mouth of the 
Grijalva River in June. The second stage is 
expected to begin with the dredging of the 
tributaries in Jalpa de Méndez, Nacajuca and 
Villahermosa; finally finishing with the third 
stage in the Sierra and Samaria-Carrizal river 
systems. 

The FCS 1605 Ricochet for support of the Pioneering Spirit. 

The CSD 500 Yantra for dredging work on the Danube river. 

Two CSDs in tow to Rotterdam. 

The CSD 500 DA 03 for the Costanera Sur project . 
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Indlovu 
The new tug jetty in Durban will be brought to 
a depth of -8 metres by the CSD 250 Indlovu. 
The dredger, owned by Dredging Africa, was 
launched and brought into position to start the 
dredging job in August. A challenging task: 
strict tolerances, a specific dredge profile and 
plenty of debris including junk and sunken 
vessels to take into account. The compact 
CSD 250 was constructed by Damen Dredging 
and transported in only three containers to 
Durban. 
 
Details of the CSD 500, 450 and 250 
The details of the CSD 500 are: Loa (including 
ladder): 38.50 metres, L (over pontoons) x B x 
D (d) = 25.50 x 7.95 x 2.00 (1.05) metres. The air 
draught is 6.40 metres. The dredging installa-

tion consists of a dredge pump type BP5045 
with a Caterpillar diesel engine, type 3512C 
TA, with a continuous power rating of 954 kW 
at 1600 rpm, a suction/discharge pipe with a 
diameter of 550/500 mm, a spherical passage 
pump of 230 mm, a Crown model cutter (with 
changeable chisels) with a diameter of 1625 
mm and a power of 180 kW. The maximum 
dredging depth is -14 metres, the swing width 
is 39.6 metres at maximum dredging depth. 
The maximum mixture capacity is 4000 m3/h. 
The hydraulic Caterpillar diesel motor has an 
output of about 440 kW. Further equipment: a 
hydraulic installation drives the cutter, winch-
es and spuds. The bunker capacity is 21.70 m3. 
The CSD 500's total weight is 140 tonnes. 
The details of the CSD 450 are: Loa (including 
ladder): 33.15 metres, L (over pontoons) x B x 
D (d) = 22.60 x 6.95 x 1.80  (1.05) metres. The 
air draught is 6.10 metres. The dredging in-
stallation consists of a dredge pump type 
BP45-1100 with a Caterpillar diesel engine, 
type C-32 TA, with a continuous power rating 
of 709 kW at 1600 rpm, a suction/discharge 
pipe with a diameter of 450 mm, a spherical 
passage pump of 210 mm, a Crown model cut-
ter (with changeable chisels) with a diameter 
of 1500 mm and a power of 110 kW. The maxi-
mum dredging depth is -12 metres, the swing 
width is 34.0 metres at maximum dredging 
depth. The maximum mixture capacity is 3000 
m3/h. The auxiliary Caterpillar diesel motor, 
type C-09 TA, has a prime power rating of 232 
kW at 1800 rpm. Further equipment: a hydrau-
lic installation drives the cutter, winches and 

spuds. The bunker capacity is 18.10 m3. The 
CSD 450's total weight is 115 tonnes. 
The details of the CSD 250 are: Loa (including 
ladder): 19.00 metres, L (over pontoons) x B x 
D (d) = 11.50 x 4.20 x 1.50 (0.90) metres. The air 
draught is 3.60 metres. The dredging installa-
tion consists of a dredge pump type BP-
2525MD with a Caterpillar diesel engine, type 
C12 TA, with a continuous power rating of 254 
kW at 1600 rpm, a suction/discharge pipe with 
a diameter of 250 mm, a spherical passage 
pump of 130 mm, a Crown model cutter (with 
changeable chisels) with a diameter of 950 
mm and a power of 40 kW. The maximum 
dredging depth is -6 metres, the swing width 
is 19.10 metres at maximum dredging depth. 
The maximum mixture capacity is 1000 m3/h. 
Further equipment: a hydraulic installation 
drives the cutter, winches and spuds. The 
bunker capacity is 6.00 m3. The CSD 250's to-
tal weight is 30 tonnes. 
 
Z-98 Windroos 
Hoekman Shipbuilding BV, Urk, subcontracted 
by Padmos Shipbuilding BV, Stellendam, com-
pleted the Z-98 Windroos (yard number 224, 
imo 9903110) on 31 July for delivery to Rederij 
Aris BV (Geert de Groote), Zeebrugge. The 
hull was constructed by Ibis Construction BV, 
Burgum, where the keel was laid on 10 June 
2020. The launching was carried out by the 
floating sheerlegs Triton (300 tonnes) and a 
750-tonne mobile telescopic crane from 
Wagenborg Nedlift on 18 March 2021. Subse-
quently, the hull was towed to Urk. 
The details of the Windroos are: 385 GT, 115 
NT – Loa (pp) x B x D (d) = 37.95 (33.85) x 8.50 
x 3.65 (3.76) metres. Propulsion is provided by 
an ABC main engine, type (310 x 256), with an 
output of 749 kW or 1018 hp at 825 rpm.

Gerrit de Boer 
Has been a maritime writer for over fifty 
years and is one of SWZ|Maritime’s 
editors, gerritjdeboer@kpnmail.nl

The CSD 250 Indlovu at Durban (photo A. van de Wetering). 

The Z-98 Windroos was completed at Urk (photo A. Neighbourfield). 
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Less than 25% of bulkers and 
tankers to attain EEXI compliance
Broker SSY (Simpson Spence Young) has crunched the num-
bers on what the impending new legislation of the Energy Effi-
ciency Existing Ship Index (EEXI) and the operational Carbon 
Intensity Indicator (CII) will mean for bulkers and tankers. 
Both environmental measures are set to come into force in 
2023. According to SSY, less than 25 per cent of bulkers and 
tankers will attain EEXI compliance leaving most of the global 
merchant fleet facing either engine power limitations or an-
other form of CO2 abatement. (Hellenic Shipping News) 

Shipping losses remain at historic 
lows…, but?
According to the Allianz 2021 Safety and Shipping Review, 
shipping losses remain at historic lows, but Covid, mega-ship, 
supply chain and climate change challenges loom large. Dur-
ing 2020, 49 total losses were reported globally, similar to a 
year earlier and the second lowest total this century. The 
number of shipping incidents declined from 2818 to 2703 in 
2020. There were 870 shipping losses over the past ten years. 
Yet, the ongoing crew crisis, the increasing number of issues 
posed by larger vessels, growing concerns around supply de-
lays and disruptions, as well as complying with environmental 
targets, bring significant risk management challenges for 
shipowners and their crews. (Hellenic Shipping News)

Blue hydrogen versus natural gas
 Blue hydrogen is often touted as a low-carbon fuel for gener-
ating electricity, heating, transport and energy storage. Yet, 
according to a report by Cornel and Stanford University re-
searchers in the USA, it may be no better for the climate – 
and potentially even worse – than continuing to use fossil 
natural gas. Presently, grey hydrogen made from natural gas 
is the most common form of hydrogen. Brown hydrogen is 
made from brown coal or oil and black hydrogen from bitumi-
nous coal. These processes of extracting hydrogen all emit 
CO2 to different degrees and as such are unsuitable pathways 
to reach net GHG emissions. Green hydrogen is produced by 
using zero-carbon electricity to split water into hydrogen and 
oxygen. The process is carbon neutral, but very expensive 
and expected to remain so until at least 2030. But blue hydro-
gen is different, it is produced using the same reforming pro-
cess that is used to create grey, brown and black hydrogen, 
but the CO2 that would ordinarily be released is captured and 
stored underground. Yet, according to the researchers, it re-
quires large amounts of natural gas and even with the most 
advanced carbon capture and storage technology, there are 
significant amounts of CO2 and methane emissions that won’t 
be caught. (Splash247/The Conversation webnews) 

No fishing in Central Arctic Ocean 
This summer, a new international agreement came into force, 
banning unregulated commercial fishing in the Central Arctic 
Ocean (CAO) until the marine ecosystem is better understood. 
This agreement, signed by the EU and nine other countries, 
including Canada, Russia, Norway and the USA, will run for 
sixteen years with options to extend. The loss of multi-year 
ice is changing Arctic fishing activity, with an increase in bot-
tom trawling along the continental shelves. Norwegian scien-
tists have modelled how these fishing activities could look be-
tween 2040 and 2060 and predicted for example, that trawlers 
will push into the Chukchi Sea, north of the Bering Strait be-
tween Alaska and Siberia and will fish in the Arctic Archipel-
ago. According to NASA, Arctic sea ice is now declining at a 
rate of 13.1 per cent per decade. Based on current trends, the 
entire Arctic Ocean could be icefree for part of the year with-
in a few decades. (IMarEST)

Asbestos still used in ships
More than 100 years after the first case of death by asbestos 
was diagnosed, asbestos is still being used in ships. Asbestos 
is an excellent electrical insulator and is highly heatresistant, 
making it a perfect material in ship construction. Yet, already 
long ago, doctors began to notice lung problems and early 
deaths in asbestos mining towns. The rest is history. In short, 
asbestos is deadly. Yet, at a webinar held by Ship Manage-
ment International, it was revealed that asbestos is still being 
fitted in ships. According to the hazard management company 
Lucion Marine, most commonly, asbestos is found in pipework 
flange gaskets, woven pack and gasket materials, hand 
pumps and isolation valves, electrical components, and  
brake shoes for windlasses. (Telegraph)

Seafarer morale hits new lows
The Mission to Seafarers has published the latest Seafarers 
Happiness Index for the second quarter of 2021, painting a 
grim picture of seafarer welfare with overall happiness drop-
ping to an all-time low since the beginning of the pandemic. 
Seafarers are feeling frustration from being constantly in the 
same environment due to lack of shore leave. The report high-
lights the need for wider vaccination programmes via three 
core themes: the ban on shore leave in ports, the continued 
delay in getting keyworker status and minimal movement for 
crew. The absence of freedom of movement and continued 
extended contracts have caused boredom and irritation about 
many aspects of life at sea to increase. The disregard shown 
to seafarers during the pandemic looks set to see further 
shortages of crew from traditional seafaring sourcing nations. 
About 250,000 workers at sea are still caught in limbo as gov-
ernments clamp down on travel, concerned about rising cas-
es of Covid variants. (Mission to Seafarers/ICS)

IR WILLEM DE JONG, WILLEM.DEJONG3@GMAIL.COM
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W hen I was growing up, I recall a television series in 
the UK called “Tomorrow’s World”. On this show, the 
presenters gave insight into how the world might 
look in “the future”. I remember watching in awe 

about what life might be like and was excited about when that fu- 
ture might arrive. At the age of 48, I frequently find myself reflecting 
on that TV show and considering some of the things that have come 
to pass, and some that have not. For sure we can video phone each 
other, that came true, but I am still waiting for my holiday on Mars.
My reflections on this childhood experience have also had some 
bearing on my work. I reflected on clients wanting future technolo-
gy on board their yachts and wondered how we, as naval architects 
and engineers, might actually predict the future. Indeed, it also got 
me thinking, when actually is the future? We tend to use the term to 
describe a distant event. Of course, the reality is that with every day 
that passes, the future moves one day further away. I came to real-
ise that I needed to shift my thinking, because the future will never 
arrive.

It has become a repeating feature of briefs from new clients that their projects should feature “future 
technology”. The context of this statement is made (in the main) with reference to the matter of 
sustainability and how such technology might deliver a yacht with enhanced environmental credentials. 

THE FUTURE IS ZERO AND 
THAT FUTURE IS ELECTRIC
Electrification can exploit future fuels, 
cleanly produced via renewable energy 

Higher level view 
The first question I asked was how we could help our clients to shift 
their thinking, especially considering the bewildering spectrum of 
technology that is visible to them, both in marine and non-marine 
environments. It is easy within our industry to forget that the choic-
es that someone who is about to spend 50, 100, 200+ million euros 
on a superyacht faces, are quite scary. We frequently see clients 
focused on the detail of one specific technical development, but 
lacking a bigger picture, or being so bewildered that they suffer 
from the curse of over-choice; where the complexity and diversity 
of available options leads to a tendency to revert to the simplest, 
most familiar and perceived lowest risk solution. Over time, this fac-
tor can lead to a stagnating and a risk aversion pathway developing, 
and paradoxically, choice leading to a narrowing of design innova-
tion rather than widening it.  
To avoid over-choice we need to “dial out” to a simpler, higher level 
view and a methodical narrative that underpins the choices we 
present our clients. 

Photo: Technical rendering of Aqua, yacht of the future. 
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On to zero 
At the core of our thinking was the question ‘what can we say about 
the future with certainty?’ To answer this, we looked to our clients 
themselves, the regulatory environment around us and the wider 
geo-political environment. Considering factors from all of these are-
as, we concluded that we can say with certainty, that the future is 
“ZERO”; zero carbon, zero emissions. 
This then led us to the question ‘how do we get to zero?’ Lateral Fu-
turology is a simple framework that underpins how we strategise 
the technology and engineering choices we present our clients. It is 
based on the idea that there are three key elements that shape the 
choices we can make: 
• Technical innovation; 
• Challenge the paradigm; 
• Alternative fuels. 
 
Technical innovation 
We are all familiar with the progress of technology via innovation. It 
is at the heart of what engineers, designers, yacht builders, equip-
ment suppliers and a whole plethora of our industry do every day. 
However, the pace of innovation is progressive. In short, it is a long-
term game and generally delivers benefits in an incremental gains 
approach over many project cycles. We believe that, in the long 

term, the progressive development of technical innovation may de-
liver up to twenty per cent. 
 
Challenge the paradigm 
Take a look at the world’s superyacht fleet. Aside from a highly di-
verse range of adventurous and iconic styling, audacious lifestyle 
features and artisan interiors, the yachts all sit in a narrow solution 
space of proportions, form and gross tonnage. If you step outside of 
this and leverage some fundamentals of naval architecture, there 
are significant gains to be achieved. Challenging the paradigm is 
often not comfortable, as it dictates a different outcome to the 
norm, but can equally enable designs that stand apart. 
When you get down to what challenge the paradigm can produce, it 
is pretty powerful, because it can deliver in a short timescale and at 
low technical risk. We believe that challenge the paradigm can de-
liver a relatively easy thirty per cent. 
 
Alternative fuels 
Alternative fuels hold the promise of achieving the full 100 per cent 
required to get to zero. It is possible to engineer and build a yacht 
today that would achieve zero, with a relatively low technology risk. 
However, it is the operation that presents the barrier, because the 
mechanism to deliver alternative fuels across a prolific and well-es-

Aqua's aft deck features an innovative series of platforms cascading down towards the sea (courtesy of Sinot Yacht Architecture & Design).
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tablished distribution network remains very embryonic.  
We would liken an alternative fuel yacht today in the same manner 
as discussing an electric car in the 1980s; technically feasible, less-

er endurance and nowhere 
to charge it. Consider Tes-
la, arguably the electric 
car industry’s major player, 
who in order to gain the 
first mover advantage took 
on the task of building their 
own propriety distribution 
network. In the future, it 
may not be enough to 
merely build a yacht. 
One vision of the future, 
based around the use of 
hydrogen, is that energy 
generated via renewable 
sources is transported via 

the electrical network, and converted locally at the point of distribu-
tion to hydrogen. This is then used on board via fuel cell technology 
to generate electrical energy. 
 
Electrification 
There is a key theme here, and that is electrification. We believe 
that electrification is the gateway to fully exploiting the use of future 
fuels, cleanly produced via renewable energy.  
The widespread adoption of hydrogen (or any other alternative fuel) 

in a meaningful way is quite a way off, and it remains unclear how a 
distribution network will be built or who will bear the investment 
cost. To realise a hydrogen powered yacht, we must take the first 
step of electrification. Yet, only a small percentage of the world’s 
superyacht fleet uses any form of electric propulsion architecture. 
We are quite far behind even at a fundamental level. 
About the future we can therefore say that the future is zero, and 
that the future is electric. At a fundamental technology level, this 
big picture view focuses our choices on the pathways we should 
explore. 
However, the most important thing about the future does not involve 
the specifics of technologies. It involves biology. It involves our 
thinking. The future is closer than you think. In fact, it is right now. 
The future is what you will go and do when you finish reading these 
words. It is a second away, a minute away, an hour away. The ac-
tions you take today are the future. You need to stop thinking about 
the future as a distant event that you need to be ready for and begin 
living the future today. 

James Roy
Managing Director Lateral Naval 
Architects, 
james.roy@bmtglobal.com

The future is what 
you will go and do 
when you finish 
reading these 
words

 Aqua features a hydrogen-electric system capable of catering for all onboard energy needs.
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I t started with a Christmas card in 2018, that Bram Jongepier 
from Dutch superyachtbuilder Feadship sent to his peers in the 
yachting industry with the request to help finding “YETI”: the 
Yacht Environmental Transparency Index. The responses were 

very enthusiastic, which led to a meeting in March 2019 at the Fead-
ship-De Voogt offices to discuss this YETI idea.
Jongepier shared his challenges as a designer to showcase clients 
how much better a new concept design would be compared to the 
status quo. Great concepts mostly ended up being judged by their 
economic cost alone. Unfortunately, there was no reference for the 
ecological side that could indicate the benefits versus costs and as 
such, help make a more informed decision. The attendees con-

Bound to be launched in November this year during METSTRADE and The Superyacht Forum, the 
Yacht Environmental Transparency Index (YETI) is in a crucial fleet review testing phase for arriving 
at a YETI 1.0 version. YETI will not only enable rewarding serious efforts of reducing environmental 
impact, but it will also define a new arena for the yachting sector to compete on in delivering the 
most environmentally friendly operating yachts for their clients. 

ENERGY LABEL FOR  
SUPERYACHTS
While each yacht is unique, their  
use turns out to be quite similar 

firmed that the yachting sector needs a standardised way of com-
paring yachts on their environmental credentials.  

Collaborative approach
A Joint Industry Project (JIP) for developing YETI was agreed upon 
and would be organised through the new collaborative platform 
Water Revolution Foundation. This Foundation had been founded 
just a few months before with the main mission to tackle the envi-
ronmental impact and drive sustainability in the global yachting 
sector. 
The YETI JIP team is international and consists of eleven major 
yacht builders, four naval architects, one marina and refit facility 

Photo: YETI intends to be indifferent to a yacht’s size or top speed; it rewards its efficiency (photo Jeff Brown). 
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and three Dutch research and knowledge institutes. They are: 
Abeking & Rasmussen, Baglietto, Benetti, Damen Yachting, De 
Voogt Naval Architects, Delft University of Technology, Dykstra Na-
val Architects, Feadship, Fincantieri Yachts, Heesen Yachts, Lateral, 
Lürssen Yachts, MARIN, MB92, Oceanco, Royal Huisman, Sanloren-
zo, TNO and Vitruvius. 
 
Life Cycle Assessment approach 
Like Water Revolution Foundation’s Yacht Assessment Tool, YETI is 
based on the principle of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). This ap-
proach takes into consideration the: 
• Upstream process: impact from raw materials extraction, trans-

portation and manufacturing;
• Core process: impact from the construction phase;
• Downstream process: impact from the operational phase, in- 

cluding maintenance and spare parts, as well as end-of-life. 
LCA is being promoted as a leading approach for the yachting sec-
tor to ensure that the choices made to reduce environmental impact 
are indeed leading to an overall environmental improvement. Only 
optimising the operational phase is not enough and could lead to 
just moving impact from one phase to another without really tack-
ling it. YETI will therefore be under continuous development, and is 
likely to come with updates over time, working towards covering the 
entire life cycle.  
 
Operational profile 
The first version of YETI focuses on the operational phase, reflect-
ing yachts’ long lifespan and fairly well available and verifiable 

data. To make a realistic assumption on the lifetime impact of a 
yacht, one needs to know how a yacht is actually being used. This 
is not always in line with how it has been designed. In fact, while 
each yacht is so unique, their use turned out to be quite similar.  
We proved this through analysing a large quantity of AIS data (auto-
matic identification system, compulsory on all large yachts). Out of 
almost 300 years of operational data from 109 yachts, a standard-

ised, parametric operation-
al profile was determined 
with time and speed distri-
bution, where speed was 
found to be related to wa-
terline length. As expected, 
yachts tend to spend little 
time at speed (only ten per 
cent) and spend most of 
their time in port (56 per 
cent) and at anchor (34 per 
cent). The use of an opera-
tional profile is the main 
difference with the Energy 

Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) approach, which only looks at a sin-
gle sailing condition. 
 
Propulsion 
The propulsive energy is determined by combining the speed-power 
curve of the yacht (validated by sea trials) with the operational pro-
file. A standard sea margin of fifteen per cent is added to represent 

Yachts spend 
ninety per cent of 
their time in port 
and at anchor 

YETI 1.0 flow chart (by Vino Peeten).
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fouling and weather resistance. This energy demand is supplied by 
the main engines or generators (user input, choice between diesel 
direct or diesel electric), which returns fuel use, urea use and emis-
sions when combined with factory engine data, validated by bench 
tests.  
The effect of sails has been integrated using a mathematical rep-
resentation of average wind power, using the EEDI methodology for 
wind-assisted ships. This resulted in a sailing yacht dividing the 
time at main cruising speed partially in motor sailing condition, par-
tially sail-only and partially motor-only. 
YETI allows for the comparison of the overall environmental impact 
of displacement yachts, fast yachts and sailing yachts, with most 
common powering systems such as diesel direct, diesel electric 
and hybrids.  
 
Hotel power 
The objective, transparent determination of hotel power, has proven 
to be very difficult. Yards and designers use different methods and 
experiences to size the generators on board. This topic is being ad-
dressed within the YETI JIP, and is expected to result in a standard-
ised, simplified load balance. Currently, the YETI 1.0 calculator 
works with the unvalidated user input of electric hotel power, heat 
hotel power and condition dependent loads like stabilisers, naviga-
tion/steering equipment and manoeuvring thrusters. 
Similar to the propulsion power demand, the hotel power is com-
bined with the standardised operational profile to yield generator 
fuel use, urea use and emissions. 

Energy efficient options 
The aim of YETI is to recognise yachts with reduced environmental 

impact due to their general design (such as good naval architecture 
or systems) or additional technical features in the power supply 
system. The options currently incorporated in the YETI tool are: 
• Main engine PTO (so called hybrid propulsion, allowing the main 

engine to provide hotel power instead of the generators); 
• Underwater exhaust (NOX emissions are partially absorbed by 

sea water); 
• SCR (selective catalytic reduction, Tier III exhaust cleaning sys-

tem); 
• DPF (diesel particulate filter, exhaust soot reduction technol- 

ogy);
• Solar cells;
• Battery banks (functioning as peak shaver or cycling on genera-

tors); 
• Waste heat recovery (providing heating energy to various sys-

tems).
These options allow for higher overall tank-to-wake efficiency and/
or fewer emissions, resulting in less environmental impact in a 
yacht’s operational phase.  
 
Shore power 
Since yachts spend a lot of their time in port, the use of shore pow-
er and the average energy mix of the local grids of the most visited 
marinas, have been considered as well. Clean shore power will 
therefore be important. However, not all ports have sufficient shore 
power in the first place, depending on the required hotel power de-
mand. To provide a realistic value for the availability of shore power, 
a survey was conducted among yacht captains and marinas. This 
has resulted in an exponential function describing the probability 
that shore power is available, which is used in the YETI tooling. 

Streamer 
Streamer 
Streamer 
Streamer 
Streamer 

Scheme for the Life Cyle Approach. 
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Impact 
The use of fuel, urea and shore power, including their upstream im-
pacts as well as downstream emissions coming from the exhaust, 
determine the environmental impact of the yacht’s operation. To 
quantify and totalise these, standardised specific impact values are 
used based on the international ReCiPe method, from the ecoinvent 
database and expressed in ecopoints. When combined with the 
consumption and emission values of the yacht, the total impact is 
calculated. At the same time, the user gains insight in which factors 
create most impact, main engine or generator, CO2 or NOX, etc. 
 
Overall scoring and ranking 
The process described above will yield a single value of the impact 
of a yacht. A logical result is that the impact of a larger yacht will 
be higher than that of a smaller yacht, which leads to the effect 
that the best yacht is no yacht at all. To make YETI independent of 
size, the functional unit of gross tonnage (GT) is being considered.
This would mean that a large yacht to which much attention is giv- 
en to reduce environmental impact will indeed have a better score 
than a small yacht, which was not designed to be environmentally 
friendly. The use of GT as a functional unit is currently being veri- 
fied by the JIP in a fleet review this summer, in which as many 
yachts as possible are being reviewed using the YETI 1.0 calculator. 
 

The analysis of the results will show whether GT is fit to be used as 
a functional unit. 
As soon as the functional unit is validated, a ranking system can be 
designed, for example using a five-star rating scale. The aim is to 
have this work completed before the end of 2021. Stay tuned! 

Robert van Tol
Executive Director Water Revolution 
Foundation, 
robert@waterrevolutionfoundation.
org

Bram Jongepier
Senior designer at Feadship and 
chairman YETI Joint Industry Project, 
bram.jongepier@devoogt.feadship.nl
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INTERESTED? 
+31(0) 181 376 600 
booking@nl.relyonnutec.com 

RelyOnNutecNL

relyon-nutec-nl

www.relyonnutec.com 

SAFETY TRAINING AND CREW COMPETENCIES
For over 35 years RelyOn Nutec has offered safety training to the maritime, offshore and wind industries. We join 

forces with you to ensure the safety of your workforce at all levels, from the people in the field to senior management. 

After all, successful incident management requires everyone involved to know their role and responsibilities during an 

incident, which is only made possible through practice and experience with the support of the organisation.

SOFTWARE 
SOLUTIONS
It is often difficult to get insights into the 
skills, competencies and certification of 
your crew. Most of the time this infor-
mation is located in different systems 
not connected with each other or even 
in Excel sheets at different locations. So, 
how do you know at a glance that your 
crew is certified and competent for the 
job? RelyOn Nutec offers digital solutions 
to help you with your compliance and 

competence management challenges.

CMS
Our Competence Management 
System covers the end-to-end 
competence assessment process, 
including comprehensive data/
evidence storage and audit  
capabilities, all required by  
international accreditation  
bodies.

TMS
The Training Manage-
ment System gives you 
full visibility and tracks your 
employees’ training compliance 
levels according to your internal or 
external regulations. You can manage 
the administration, documentation  
and reporting of training, including  
the delivery of e-learning courses  
efficiently and effectively.

DIGITAL 
SOLUTIONS
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LICHTGEWICHT FENDER  
BESCHERMT GROTE JACHTEN 
Honderden variaties mogelijk in schuim, 
toplaag en wapening 
De NH 1816 van de KNRM krijgt een nieuwe, zachtere fender. En ligt ook nog altijd op een ouderwets bolletje (archieffoto Sander Klos). 
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F ender Innovations in Wieringerwerf lijkt misschien een 
beetje buiten een special over (super)jachten te vallen, 
maar anderzijds heeft iedere varende, of het nu op een 
jacht van 7,40 of 60 meter is, dagelijks te maken met fen-

ders, stootwillen of ‘blaasjes’, zoals directeur Van Bijsterveld zegt.

Werkboot tot tender
Zijn bedrijf Fender Innovations begon in de markt van werkboten, 
maar rolde door een contact met het Britse Pascoe International in 
de tenderbouw voor superjachten. In principe richt het bedrijf zich 
op schepen tot 25 meter, maar desgewenst worden ook schepen 
van zestig meter voor Amerikaanse en Australische overheden “ge-
fenderd”. Naast tenders produceert Fender Innovations van oor-

Koos van Bijsterveld moet me teleurstellen. Een fender van zijn bedrijf rond mijn Waarschip 740 gaat 
me meer kosten dan mijn vakantiegeld. ‘We zijn niet goedkoop, want leveren maatwerk en de 
productie is redelijk complex. Daarom doen we erg weinig op gewone jachten, ook al is het een 
massamarkt.’ 

sprong voor werkboten en onderhoudsvaartuigen in de windindus-
trie, waar ondertussen vaartuigen voor reddingmaatschappijen, 
loodsdiensten, kustwachten en marines bij kwamen. Goed voor-
beeld is de KNRM-reddingboot NH1816. Die krijgt op verzoek van de 
bemanning trouwens binnenkort een zachtere fender. Of de Shan-
nonklasse van het Britse RNLI, sinds 2013 goed voor 55 à 85 boten. 
‘We zitten nu op nummer 44, zonder noemenswaardige problemen 
door de Brexit.’ 
 
Willie Wortels 
Van Bijsterveld is van huis uit besturingstechnicus. ‘Ik hield me als 
zzp’er bezig met refit van schepen en werkbootjes. Zo kwam ik in 
contact met Jaap de Bruin, die een innovatieve boot liet bouwen, 

Koos van Bijsterveld voor de twintig meter lange frees, die dag en nacht de fenders vormt. Het zwarte restmateriaal wordt gerecycled en gebruikt als onderlaag voor 

kunstgrasvelden. 
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waarop ik de techniek zou doen. De boot werd gebouwd van 
“strongplank”, composiet latten en laminaat. Bij dat materiaal zocht 
De Bruin lichte en sterke fenders. Rond 2008 maakten we een proto-
type van ons product en dat viel vrij goed uit. Hij was vergeleken 
met andere fenders extreem licht, erg sterk voor zijn gewicht en kon 
vormvrij worden verwerkt. Hij bestond uit een schuimkern, een poly- 
urea buitenmantel en een wapening van para-aramide, dat ook 
wordt gebruikt voor kogelwerende vesten.’ 
Het eerste prototype draaide proef om het schip van De Bruin. En 
standaard werd deze fender voortaan vast op het schip gemon-
teerd. Van Bijsterveld omschrijft de samenwerking met De Bruin als 
‘twee halve Willie Wortels. Samen brainstormen we en ik zorg voor 
de productie.’ 
 
De markt op 
Hun fenderresultaat werd commercieel toegepast in een duiksport- 
en visboot en mondde uit in samenwerkingen met onder meer Blue 
Whale in Maassluis op het gebied van (grote) werkboten en met 
Vripack Yachts in Sneek. ‘In de werkbotensector werd meestal ge-

werkt met polyurethaan 
fenders, maar die zijn 
zwaar. Mede door de goe-
de rompvorm en het lage 
gewicht liep de nieuwe 
werkboot alle andere mo-
dellen eruit.’ 
Die goede ervaringen leid-
den tot de oprichting van 
Fender Innovations in 2012. 
En daar stonden de ontwik-
kelingen niet stil. ‘Aan het 
prototype is zo’n beetje al-
les veranderd. Je kijkt con-
stant naar vernieuwende 
materialen, die de demping 

van de schuimkern verbeteren, de toplaag sterker maken en arami-
de wapening optimaliseren. We proberen zoveel mogelijk samen 
met de leveranciers van die materialen te testen. Daar profiteer je 
allebei van.’ 
 
Legerbotsauto 
Ook samen met klanten wordt ontwikkeld. ‘Onze defensieklanten 
vragen over het algemeen behoorlijk aparte fendertoepassingen, 
zoals speciale drijflichamen voor amfibievoertuigen. Bij het te water 
gaan leveren onze fenders met acht ton extra drijfvermogen meer 
veiligheid in hogere zeegang. Maar varen doen ze slechts vijf pro-
cent van de tijd, de rest zitten ze in het bos en moeten onze fenders 
ook hun werk doen. Inderdaad, een soort botsautofender. Dat 
vraagt om een speciale bevestigingsmethode en goede brand- 
werendheid.’ 
 
Hulp bij verkoop 
Voor de meeste klanten zijn gewicht en uitstraling de belangrijkste 
richtpunten, zegt Van Bijsterveld. In zijn kantoor liggen links en 

rechts stapels, meestal zwarte, soorten fenders. Hij houdt er één 
met een metalen striping omhoog: ‘mirror polished stainless steel 
RVS 316. Met onze grote frees maken we ruimte voor belettering en 
lijmen de letters er later in. Eigenaren van superjachten vinden led-
verlichting op hun fenders ook mooi.’ 
Die uitstraling en de kwaliteit van het fenderoppervlak onderschei-
den de jachtenmarkt van die van de werkboten. ‘Ontwerpers en na-
val architects gebruiken onze fenders ook als feature richting po-
tentiële klant. En dan heb je het wat betreft superjachten over drie 
soorten fenders: die op de tenders, de fenders waartegen de ten-
ders op het moederschip afmeren en de fenders op onder meer het 
zwemplateau waartegen het “speelgoed” afmeert. In de laatste 
twee gevallen zijn de fenders wegneembaar. En uiteraard gebruikt 
de bemanning van een superjacht ook “gewone” fenders bij het af-
meren en overnachten.’ 
 
Wisseldemping 
Afhankelijk van het soort gebruik varieert de opbouw van de fender. 
‘Een superjachttender kun je lineair dempen, maar een schip met 
sterk wisselende belastingen demp je liever progressief, dus met 
een aanvankelijk zachte laag, met daarachter een hardere. Daarom 
kunnen in één fender wel vijf soorten schuim zitten. Andere schuim-
toepassingen maken het weer mogelijk de druk snel over een groter 
oppervlak te verdelen.’ 
 
De ‘bull inside’ 
Fender Innovations heeft bedrijfsgeheimen. In de spuitcabine liever 
geen foto’s maken en er zijn twee soorten patenten. ‘Die gaan over 
het unieke fendersysteem op zich en over de “bull technology in- 
side”, ofwel de combinatie van schuim met polymeer ballen in fen-
ders voor hoogfrequent gebruik, zoals op loodsboten. Die ballen 
bleken na 150.000 keer indrukken nog niets van hun veerkracht te 
hebben verloren, waar een schuimkern wel slijt.’ 
Overigens is Van Bijsterveld realistisch over patentbescherming. 
‘Je moet blijven innoveren en regelmatig nieuwe patenten aan- 
vragen.’ 
Hij is ook niet zo benauwd voor concurrentie vanuit het Verre Oos-
ten, waar je grote leveranciers van (losse) voorgefabriceerde fen-
dersystemen vindt. ‘De jachtenmarkt is minder interessant voor hen, 
maar wij hebben op een vakbeurs en op websites wel eens kopieën 
van onze fender aangetroffen. Intussen leveren wij gewoon fenders 
voor loodsboten in Hongkong.’ 
Ook het Noorse Polyform lijkt geen bedreiging. ‘Zij werken met ge-
goten systemen en ons product is driemaal zo licht. Ten opzichte 
van rubber systemen zijn wij twaalfmaal lichter.’  
 
Klantmodel maken 
Het meeste onderzoek en testwerk doen ze in huis met hun dertig 
personeelsleden, onder wie eigen programmeurs en tekenaars. ‘We 
hebben een installatie, waarmee we 25 ton trek- en drukkracht kun-
nen opwekken. Voor chemische testen op het gebied van bijvoor-
beeld brandwerendheid gaan we soms te rade bij een luchtvaart- 
laboratorium. Met kennisinstituten als TNO en MARIN doen we tot 
nu toe niets.’ 

De uitstraling en 
kwaliteit van het 
fenderoppervlak 
onderscheiden de 
jachtenmarkt van 
de werkboten 
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In juni begon een proef van minimaal een jaar met hogeschool In-
holland. ‘Wij willen onze klanten met een genormeerd theoretisch 
model vooraf kunnen tonen wat de fender voor hen kan betekenen. 
We hebben op basis van onze praktijkervaring al de nodige gege-
vens, maar willen dat wetenschappelijk kunnen onderbouwen.’ 
En dat moet dan worden berekend voor de honderden product- 
variaties die mogelijk zijn door gebruik van vier soorten toplagen, 
vijftien schuimtypes en diverse soorten wapening. 
Technisch personeel is trouwens ‘redelijk lastig’ te krijgen. ‘Er lopen 
niet zoveel fenderbouwers rond, dus we steken veel geld en tijd in 
de opleiding van mensen “met twee rechterhanden en een gezond 
denkvermogen”.’ 
 
Grotendeels voor export 
Over de financiële prestaties van zijn bedrijf wil Van Bijsterveld niet 
veel kwijt. Hij volstaat met een productie die voor tachtig procent 
wordt geëxporteerd en ‘een jaarlijkse omzetgroei van twintig pro-
cent’. De wereldwijde fendermarkt omschrijft hij als ‘wisselend’, 
maar in de superjachtensector acht hij zijn bedrijf ‘redelijk markt- 

leider’. Hij gaat er dan ook van uit, dat recente grote orders voor 
Nederlandse bouwers ook voor zijn bedrijf iets zullen opleveren. 
De Noord-Hollandse fenders vinden ook hun weg naar werven als 
Royal Huisman, De Vries, Amels, Van Lent, Hakvoort, Heesen, Balk, 
Wajer, Feadship en X-Craft. ‘Gezien het hoge niveau van deze wer-
ven verwacht ik wel, dat de (super)jachtbouw in Nederland blijft. 
Maar in Turkije en het Midden-Oosten zijn ook grote partijen actief 
en succesvolle sectoren zorgen wereldwijd voor veel nieuwe rij-
ken.’

Sander Klos
Freelance maritiem journalist en een 
van de redacteuren van SWZ|Mari-
time, info@mediamaritiem.nl

Striping, belettering en links twee vormen van “bull technology inside”. De polymeer ballen zijn onvermoeibaar.
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W hile most challenges remain, technology advance-
ments over the past decades (in the fields of materi-
als used and computation) can help to optimise hy-
drofoils and make them a feasible solution for a 

wider range of applications.
The total weight to lift is the most important factor to consider, given 
the consequences for the design and the performance of the hydro-
foils. The use of modern composite materials makes it possible to 
build lighter craft. Very much like an airplane, the lift-induced drag 
(proportional to the weight squared) is a major component of the 
total drag, particularly at lower speed. Thus, the reduced weight re-
sults in lower total drag and makes a low-speed economic opera-
tion mode feasible. Furthermore, composite materials allow for hy-
dro-elastic tailoring of hydrofoils, opening up new design options.
The use of modern computers results in improved real-time control 
algorithms for stable and safe “flying”. Furthermore, as early as 
from the design stage, advanced Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) packages are available to assist in the design of more opti-
mised hydrofoils and hulls, contributing to lower overall resistance.
Society demands new efficient forms of transportation for goods 
and people on the path towards zero-emission shipping. While fast 
ships are not particularly energy efficient, they are expected to play 

Hydrofoil craft have been used since the 1950s for passenger and military applications. Until the 
1970s, significant research and progress was made on these craft, but ultimately, the higher costs 
and possible operational risks outweighed the advantages. More recently, racing yachts (such as the 
America’s Cup boats) have brought hydrofoils back to the media spotlight, inspiring naval architects.

HYDROFOIL RESEARCH
MARIN JIP starts later this year

a significant role in this energy transition: Passenger transport still 
needs to be availabe within a reasonable time frame, as well as the 
transport of time-sensitive goods. Despite their relatively niche po-
sition inside the large frame of the shipping sector transformation, 
fast transportation of passengers and goods is relevant enough to 
justify the investment in the development of efficient fast vessels, 
where hydrofoils can play a fundamental role. 
 
Behaviour in waves
Independently of the aforementioned advancements, a number of 
challenges still need to be addressed to make fleets of foiling ves-
sels a reality. Current and proposed research projects at the Mari-
time Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN), together with several 
partners in the maritime industry, aim to tackle these challenges.
No matter how advantageous a foiling craft is for passenger trans-
port, it will only be successful if it’s attractive to passengers and 
safety is guaranteed. The most relevant research topics for hydro-
foil operability are: the foil dynamics in waves, control systems and 
cavitation and ventilation effects.
In terms of behaviour in waves, the onboard accelerations are in 
most cases lower on a foiling craft than on a conventional planing 
boat. However, this does not mean that the motions are irrelevant. 

Photo: Model tests of a foiling boat at MARIN’s facilities.
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To the contrary, a good understanding of the forces generated by 
the hydrofoils in waves is the first step to developing good ride con-
trol systems. These are key for comfort and safety, but also for per-
formance: frequent actuation on control systems results in in-
creased average resistance in waves. While surface-piercing 
hydrofoils can be inherently stable, actively controlled fully sub-
merged hydrofoils typically show better performance, at the cost of 
higher complexity. The development of robust control systems, 
adaptive to variable circumstances (be it different sea states or loss 
of lift on one foil), can therefore have a major impact on the perfor-
mance.
 
Working the air
Cavitation and ventilation are hydrodynamic phenomena that can 
cause lift reduction and jeopardise the boat's dynamic stability. 
Cavitation is the generation of water vapour bubbles when the pres-
sure drops low enough on the foil surface, and can also cause vi-
brations and erosion. 
Ventilation happens when atmospheric air entrains the free surface 
and is drawn to the low pressure areas on the hydrofoil. This can 
lead to an extremely fast development of an air cavity, resulting in a 
sudden loss of lift of about thirty per cent, which can have severe 
consequences for the craft's stability. 
There are many factors that affect ventilation inception (amongst 
which the presence of a cavitation bubble) and it has a somewhat 
stochastic nature. This represents a challenge for control systems, 
that will need to deal with ventilation in a reactive rather than a pre-
dictive manner.
 
JIP about to start
In the past, extensive research was performed on hydrofoils in 
steady state conditions, but all the aforementioned phenomena are 
unsteady. In general, the foil dynamics are often not considered in 
the design stage. Thus, the development of design tools (capable of 
including foil dynamics) has been considered the main objective of 
a Joint Industry Project (JIP), led by MARIN and set to start in Q4.

A relevant take-off
In terms of foiling craft economy, particularly for shorter trips, the 
take-off phase is particularly relevant. At low speed, before the hull 
comes out of the water, the power a foiling boat needs is higher 
compared to a conventional planing boat, given the additional drag 
of the foils. The “reward” for this comes from the “flying” section of 

the trip. 
The power demand for 
take-off can be minimised 
by optimising the hydrofoil 
shape depending on the 
expected trip length and 
take-off versus operational 
speed. 
An alternative approach is 
to investigate propulsion 
systems that can provide a 
time-limited “boost” just to 
get the foil borne, returning 
to normal power after-
wards. This approach 

could allow for lighter propulsion systems, but its requirements are 
still being investigated.
 
Hydro-elastic effects
Together with light weight, composite materials allow for (aniso-
tropic) flexibility, which can be modulated by the fabrication pro-
cess. This opens the possibility of hydro-elastic tailoring, where, for 
instance, a hydrofoil could deform to reduce the angle of attack 
when overloaded, thus minimising active control surfaces. 
However, the interaction between the hydrodynamic forces and the 
elasticity can also lead to instabilities and ultimately unexpected 
material failure. The analysis of the dynamic behaviour of coupled 
hydro-structural aspects is therefore a research necessity in order 
to take full advantage of composite material properties.

Design tools will 
be developed to 
look into foil 
dynamics during 
the design 
stage

Model test setups for full foiling craft (bottom) and isolated foils (top).

Luigi Francesco Minerva
Senior project manager in the Ships 
department (Division Yachts) at 
MARIN, specialises in powering 
aspects, l.minerva@marin.nl

Francisco Miguel Montero
Senior project manager in the Ships 
department of MARIN, involved in 
seakeeping projects and research 
projects on hydrofoil dynamics, 
f.miguelmontero@marin.nl
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T he eight different ship types are called use cases. ZERO 
has 21 participants: ship owners/operators, shipyards, 
ship design/engineering offices, a ship classification bu-
reau and suppliers/integrators of ship systems.

MBSE supports the life cycle of a Ship’s PPE system. The support 
could be extended to all the ship’s systems, but MARIN's (Maritime 
Research Institute Netherlands) team Marine Power Systems re-

MARIN applies model based systems engineering (MBSE) for the concept design of futureproof 
bunker and machinery spaces. This method mitigates the risks of applying juvenile solutions. In the 
Joint Industry Project (JIP) ZERO, future power, propulsion and energy (PPE) systems are designed in 
concept for eight different ship types, two of which are motor yachts.

FUTURE POWER, PROPULSION 
AND ENERGY SYSTEMS
From busy leisure trip to Atlantic crossing

stricts itself to PPE. How the support flows is sketched in figure 1. 
MARIN applies the Arcadia method, with its associated software 
Capella.
 Two of the use cases in ZERO concern motor yachts of different siz-
es. This article will explain what is being done in the first part of the 
exploration phase, the “needs analysis”, by using the results of use 
case 10, large motor yachts. In the needs analysis, no solutions are 

Figure 1. Model based 

systems engineering (MBSE) 

supports the life cycle of a 

ship’s power, propulsion and 

energy system.
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generated. The technical solutions are the result of the SPEC analy-
sis, which has not been finalised yet. SPEC provides an overview of 
climate neutral and zero-emission solutions and their properties, 
vendor-independent and considering the complete optimised sys-
tem. The results of SPEC and of the phases "concept design” and 
“verification and validation” will be explained in future articles.
 
Power and energy
For exploring the power and energy needs of a vessel, it is neces-
sary to go back to some basic definitions:
• Effective power, the power that is consumed by the power con-

sumers.
• Effective energy, which is calculated by multiplying the average 

effective power with the mission time. This parameter repre-
sents the energy needed by the consumers (and NOT the de- 
veloped energy by the power converters) for a certain mission. 
The most demanding mission type in terms of effective (con- 
sumed) energy is determinative for the vessel.

• A mission is a demarcated autonomous journey of a ship, from 
bunkering to bunkering.

• A mission type is a typical standard mission that is regularly 
performed by the vessel. A mission type has a time step of min- 
utes up to an hour. A vessel has a few mission types. An opera-
tional year of a vessel mainly consists of a certain number of 
those mission types. 

• Bunker energy, the amount of energy that has to be carried in 
an energy carrier, like hydrogen, methanol, electricity or diesel. 
The most important relating factor between the bunker energy 
and the effective energy is the total efficiency of the mass-to-
power process.

The power and energy definitions are visualised in figure 2.

Emissions
The main reason for the fundamental changes in the PPE systems of 
ships is the required reduction of exhaust emissions. Exhaust emis-
sions are separated into two categories:
• Greenhouse gas emissions, of which the main matter is CO2. The 

emission of CO2 is linearly connected to the consumption of car-
bon containing energy carriers. The consumption of fossil 
energy carriers emits additional CO2 to the atmosphere, which is 
held responsible for global warming. IMO has visualised the 
possibilities of reducing GHG emissions. This is shown in figure 
3. ZERO focuses on the reduction of CO2 by intervening the 
power and propulsion system, the energy carriers and the 
energy management.

Figure 2. Effective power, effective energy and bunker energy definitions.

Figure 3. IMO greenhouse gas reduction strategy.
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• Polluting emissions, like SOX, NOX and particulate matter. The 
pollution is locally oriented and restricted by IMO Tier II and III 
for seagoing vessels and by local regulations, like EU Stage V 
for inland vessels.

In ZERO, every use case has a dedicated group of participants. 
These groups have set initial targets for the emission reductions 
that vary from a percentage of climate neutrality (in ZERO fifty to 
eighty per cent) to completely zero emission, the latter for a full mis-

sion or for a part of a mission. In the exploration phase, it is investi-
gated whether the initial emission targets can roughly be met.

Large motor yacht
The exploration phase consists of two parts, the needs analysis and 
the SPEC analysis. This document describes the user needs up to 
and including the power time characteristics of use case 10, large 
motor yacht. The reference ship for use case 10 is based on a large 
motor yacht with the typical specifications given in the table above. 
The reference yacht could look like the one shown in figure 4.

Project objective
The dedicated group of participants of use case 10 have formulated 
the following objective: ‘Start with the typical operational specifica-
tions as they are now and try to implement a partial zero emissions 
solution.’
With respect to the reference vessel, the autonomous range of the 
ZERO design vessel was reduced to 2700 NMi, which is the bare 
minimum for mission type III Atlantic crossing (Ref. § PTCs of the 
large motor yacht). As starting point of the project, hull and super-
structure are assumed to remain ‘as is’ of the reference ship.

Figure 4. Reference yacht of use case 10.

Table 1. Typical operational specifications for the reference ship for use case 10.

Figure 5. Operational architecture of use case 10.

Autonomous 

range [naut. 

miles]

Max speed –  

fully loaded 

[kts]

Displacement –  

fully loaded  

[metric tonnes]

DWT  

[metric 

tonnes]

Gross  

tonnage [GT]

Installed power 

prime movers 

[kW]

Engine room  

architecture

Mission type 

with highest  

effective energy

Effective 

energy

3500 16.5 920 180 970 2800 ICE-direct Type III – Atlantic 

crossing

330
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User needs
The operational architecture and system architecture of the PPE 
system has been set up in Capella (see figure 1). Besides the sup-
port in methodology, Capella also provides a repository of data with 
associations throughout all user needs and architectural design lev-
els. This so-called “Single source of truth” ensures that all selected 
physical solutions point to user needs, including class require-
ments. Because of the focus on PPE, the Capella diagrams will be 
extended with the consumer power time characteristics (PTCs) in 
the system analysis.
The large motor yacht is meant for leisure and transport in coastal 
and deep sea areas. The main capability is to transport passengers 
and crew. This includes three sub-capabilities: propulse ship, per-

form auxiliary (including leisure) services, and perform emergency 
services.
The operational analysis results in a so-called operational architec-
ture, as shown in figure 5. The involved entities have a green label 
YES when they will be included in the PPE system. A red label NO 
means that the entity will not be included in the PPE system. In that 
case, the associations will of course remain as boundary crossing 
human-machine or machine-machine interfaces.
In the system analysis, the system that has to perform the activities 
is defined, the boundary around the system is set and the external 
interfaces are defined. The system analysis results in a so-called 
system architecture, as shown in figure 6.
The PPE is within the medium blue block in the middle. The sur-

Figure 6. System architecture of use case 10.
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rounding systems are located in the light blue blocks. The interac-
tions between operational activities are converted into functional 
exchanges that have input and output ports in the function blocks. 
This relational structure remains throughout all MBSE layers.
 
Power time characteristics
Figure 6 shows a number of power interfaces that cross the bound-
ary to the system actors. PTCs represent the properties of the pow-
er consumption in time for the categories propulsion and auxiliary. 
They are important for understanding what the system actors out-
side the boundary require from the PPE system. Mission power time 
charts (MPTCs) represent the profile of the consumed power in time 
for a mission type (ref. § Power and Energy). Event power distribu-
tion tables (EPDTs) represent the occurrence distribution of events 
with their power properties, also for a mission type. Event power 
time charts (EPTCs) are used for analysing event data with focus on 
dynamics. EPTCs cover an event and have a time step of approxi-
mately one second. MPTCs, EPDTs, and EPTCs are connected to the 
Capella model as system requirements to the power exchanges in 
the system architecture.

PTCs of the large motor yacht
The MPTCs and EPDT of the large motor yacht are manually synthe-
sised, using measured data and experiences from past projects. 
The input comes from the group of participants of use case 10.
The large motor yacht has three distinct mission types:
• Mission type I involves a busy leisure voyage, requiring an en- 

durance of fourteen days. Busy in this respect means that the 
vessel makes many trips with being at anchor or berthed in be- 
tween. The speed during these trips is not high. For this mission 
type, an MPTC is synthesised in an overview of 336 events with 
a time step of one hour from measurements and AIS data of a 
typical leisure voyage. Every data point has a corresponding 

event. The MPTC is plotted for the effective power in [kW] in 
figure 7.

• Mission type II represents a “near coast leisure” part of mission 
type I, that will be performed with zero emissions. Mission type 
II can only be performed in combination with mission type I. The 
zero-emission part has been extracted from mission type I by 
selecting an interval of 34 events and is dominated by “at an-
chor”. This interval is represented by the EPDT, as shown in 
table 2.

•  Mission type III involves crossing the Atlantic, requiring an au-
tonomy of 2700 NMi without re-fuelling. The event distribution is 
shown in figure 9.

Mission results
The results of the power time analysis of the mission types are com-
bined with the emission objectives and given in table 3. These 
needs are input for the next step, the SPEC analysis. 
Mission type I “busy leisure voyage” is determinative for the effec-
tive energy of the climate neutral part of the PPE system. Mission 
Type II "zero emission leisure” is determinative for the effective en-
ergy of the climate neutral/zero-emission part of the PPE system. 

Events Speed [Kts] Pprop [kW] Ppayload [kW] PAux [kW] PTot [kW] Distribution [#] Distribution [%]
Anchoring 2 4 0 154 158 3 9
At anchor 0 0 0 121 121 25 74
Berthed 0 0 0 114 114 0 0
Berthing 0 218,5 0 176 395 0 0
De-anchoring 2 4 0 198 202 3 9
Economic cruising 11 673,3 0 132 805 0 0
Economic cruising in sea state 3 11 774,3 0 154 928 0 0
Economic cruising in sea state 6 11 908,9 0 154 1063 0 0
Fast cruising 14 1388 0 132 1520 0 0
Fast cruising in sea state 3 13,4 1399,7 0 154 1554 0 0
Fast cruising in sea state 6 12,7 1398,8 0 154 1553 0 0
Manoeuvring 0 207 0 176 383 1 3
Max speed 16,5 2272,3 0 132 2404 0 0
Slow sailing 7,5 213,4 0 132 345 1 3
Station keeping 0 345 0 220 565 0 0
Unberthing 0 218,5 0 176 395 0 0
Very slow sailing 4 32,4 0 132 164 1 3
Table 2. Event power distribution table mission type II of use case 10.

Figure 7. Typical mission power time chart for mission type I in [kW] of use case 10.
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The requirement on the GHG emission is fifty per cent climate neu-
tral, because that allows for a battery-electric solution without 
“plug-in”. The batteries will then be recharged by the ship’s power 
plant. 
The requirement on emissions of pollutants for mission type III has 
been downgraded to IMO Tier II, because running combustion en-
gines without SCR is more fuel efficient than running with SCR. IMO 
Tier II is the current minimal emission requirement in non-ECAs.
Concerning EPTCs, the event “Fast cruising in sea state 6” will have 
significant dynamic disturbances. Those disturbances come from 

Moritz Krijgsman
Team leader Marine Power Systems 
at MARIN, b.m.krijgsman@marin.nl 

Figure 8. Distribution of events for mission type II of use case 10. Figure 9. Distribution of events for mission type III of use case 10.

Figure 10. The physical Zero Emission Lab at MARIN, status per July 2021.

the propellers and the data is to be collected at a later stage. Seri-
ous disturbances will be translated into test cases that will be test-
ed in the Zero Emission Lab.

What comes next?
The next task in the exploration phase is the SPEC analysis. When 
the exploration phase is ready, then the design phase will be exe-
cuted with the SPEC results as an input. In the design phase, the 
physical architecture will be created in a few steps (ref. figure 1). 
The following phase is evaluation of the solution by verification and 
validation. This will be done by setting up a virtual and a physical 
test model of the PPE system. On these models, all sorts of test cas-
es will be performed. Figure 10 shows the current status of the 
physical Zero Emission Lab. In the coming months, the electrical 
power system will be built and installed.

Table 3. Results of the power time analysis of use case 10.

Mission type Effective energy Emissions requirements 

Criterion Effective energy 

[MWh]

GHG Pollutants

I – Busy leisure voyage Endurance: 14 Days 139 50% CN Tier III

II – Zero emission leisure Endurance: 34 Hrs 5 50% CN ZE

III – Atlantic crossing Autonomy: 2700 Nmi 255 None IMO Tier II
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 O ceanco was founded in 1987 and delivered 33 yachts 
since then. Oceanco builds yachts up to 160 metres, of-
ten with challenging designs and technical require-
ments that can extend the length of time from initial 

client meeting to delivery to over a decade. Currently, it has five 
yachts under construction, one of which 125 metres in length.
For some, refit work used to be something of an afterthought to con-
struction projects at shipyards known for their new builds. Yet, as 
the global fleet of luxury yachts swells, so too does the potential fi-
nancial reward. This is where Fleet Support Manager Anton Smit 
and his colleagues in the Life Cycle Support (LCS) team come in.
‘As a part of its Horizon 2.0 strategy, the Oceanco board tasked me 
to reimagine how we could work with yachts long-term, not only of-
fering our services for construction and warranty stages, but ex-
tending into the full lifetimes of the vessels,’ comments Smit. ‘It’s not 
just about a refit here and there; we want to support our clients for 
smaller questions, queries about systems and providing support 
with detailed drawings and troubleshooting.’
 
Identifying a niche
Once Dutch-built yachts are delivered, they usually head south to 
warmer climates in the Mediterranean, Caribbean, Middle East, In-
dian Ocean or Asia. Shipyards that provide refit and maintenance 
support for luxury yachts have consequently tended to base them-
selves near these cruising hotspots, with the greatest concentration 
in the Mediterranean. By being closer, the downtime for work is re-
duced. At least, that’s a common perception.
However, this would only be true if the work is done faster or just as 
fast as it would be completed in Northern Europe. The LCS team ar-

Yacht builder Oceanco is expanding its scope to include refit operations for the global fleet. Its Life 
Cycle Support team is looking to bring a new kind of approach to working with yachts throughout 
their lifetime. The concept of a yacht builder extending its services to operational yachts is not new 
to the industry, but there are still some challenges to overcome.

EXPANDING LIFE CYCLE  
SUPPORT IN ‘COLD’ HOLLAND
‘A refit is full of surprises, no matter how 
much you plan ahead’

TEXT & PHOTOGRAPHY: OCEANCO

The yard of Oceanco.

gues that its skill in project management ensures any work carried 
out will be completed on time (and on budget), offsetting travel time 
and fuel expenditure to get to the Netherlands. The Netherlands 
also have a vast network of skilled craftspeople, but labour rates 
are higher than in Southern Europe. So the perception is that head-
ing north for refits is more expensive. Yet, Oceanco argues that, 
aside from maintaining “Oceanco quality”, its inclusive pricing 
package provides a lower-risk proposition to LCS clients compared 
to conventional refit charging systems.
When the scope of the work is relatively straightforward, such as a 
hull repaint or propeller shaft replacement, there is less of an argu-
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ment for travelling to Oceanco for work that is carried out by the 
same team of specialist subcontractors that would be used at refit 
facilities elsewhere. ‘Oceanco is known for delivering solutions to 
complex challenges. For a complicated upgrade project, where a 
large number of tradespeople need to come together in a very short 
timeframe, our project managers can make a difference by integrat-
ing all these jobs together and still deliver the yacht on time. Our 
niche lies in major upgrades, structural changes, interior overhauls 
and lifetime extensions,’ Smit says.
 
Balancing act
Construction and LCS at Oceanco are not considered to be compet-
ing, but rather complementary activities that provide commercial 
stability and an opportunity to buffer fluctuations in the demands on 
the workforce, which numbers more than 1600, including co-makers 
and subcontractors. The team knows when there is likely to be 
availability in certain halls that will allow for LCS work on a very 
large yacht or multiple smaller ones, which maximises occupancy 
and keeps things ticking over. Smit also concedes that although 
new build activity includes some of the largest yachts in the world, 
LCS has a wider scope: interesting refit projects of all varieties, 
which could lead to a much greater pool of potential clients. Bal-
ancing new build and LCS activity in this manner results in a steady 
revenue stream and a chance to reinvest those profits into facilities. 
The company recently invested in its Alblasserdam outfitting prem-
ises with a target of halving its impact on the environment over the 
next decade compared to the benchmark. The yard aims to have all 
of its electricity supplied by renewable sources by 2030. The new 
energy systems include a 200-metre-deep ground source heat pump 
system and rooftop solar panels generating 200,000 kWh per year. 
The latter covers almost all the power supply to the building.
 
Internal affairs
The project managers in LCS work are often not from a new con-
struction background and not always from a yachting background, 
either. Smit sees a major benefit to hiring people from the commer-
cial marine sector, and those from the cruise industry are particu-
larly well aligned because they bring an understanding of both com-
mercial and leisure industries to their roles. And the environment of 
new construction does not always set you up to meet the gruelling 
pace of refit work. He adds: ‘We feel that perhaps only thirty per 
cent of those people from new builds will be suited to refit because 
the speed and need for flexibility is greater. On a new build, you may 
have a horizon of five years, but in a refit it could be five days. Not 
everyone can handle that pace and stress, so although we do share 
some resources with the new construction side of the business, the 
project management mindset is totally different.’ 
Refit Manager Frank van Loo agrees: ‘For a new build, you follow a 
relatively simple cycle of planning, analysing and executing, where-
as a refit is full of surprises, no matter how much you plan ahead. 
Emergent works pop up or the client changes his/her mind on some-
thing, so our project managers need to be well rounded with excel-
lent troubleshooting capabilities to make quick decisions and weigh 
up a challenging situation at a moment’s notice.’

It takes a village
Creating and maintaining a superyacht takes a village. Yacht build-
ers work with a vast pool of subcontractors and the Netherlands 
has one of the largest networks of yachting trades. On any given 
day, thousands of people from dozens of companies can be found 
onsite at Oceanco. Many of these companies have their own offices 
at the Zwijndrecht premises, which is being developed as a super- 
yacht brain park for innovation: Oceanco Co-maker Unlimited. 
The shortened timeline nature of LCS projects dictates that there 
will be many kinds of work being carried out simultaneously, with 
some new works emerging only once the yacht has arrived at the 
yard and the team has been able to ‘get under the hood’. So, it is 
beneficial to have so many subcontractors available on the door-
step. Logistically speaking, particularly since the travel complica-
tions of the pandemic, it makes for a much smoother running pro-
cess; and it saves time and travel costs for the subcontractors, too.

Sustainability counts
Sustainability is an important part of the conversation for any new 
superyacht project, but the environmental credentials of operation-
al superyachts need not be frozen in time at the point they were 
originally built. There are a large number of upgrades and evolu-
tions that LCS can make, which allow these vessels to reduce their 
impact on the environment. Thanks to grandfather clauses, histori-
cally, yachts have tended to get by on their various original systems 
even as regulations moved on. But as the world becomes ever more 
eco-conscious, superyachts that are no longer up to sustainability 
muster may find cruising and port options drying up. 
Smit explains: ‘Our aim is to install at least one or two sustainable 
upgrades on any of our major LCS projects. The yachts in our fleet 
from the “7 series” have a relatively standard platform and we have 
developed a number of sustainability upgrade packages including a 
sewage treatment system, battery pack and alternative power sys-
tems, including hydrogen fuel cells. For the sewage treatment sys-
tem, we can retrofit technology that allows us to pump out crystal 
clear water. Not only does it bring a yacht up to date with current 
regulations, it is better for the environment and more pleasant to be 
around as an owner who wants to swim off his yacht.’

Client on wheels (photo Tom van Oossanen).
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T he recent, plightful and viral, image of the gigantic con- 
tainer ship blocking the Suez Canal highlighted the 
stressed global trade as ships lined up in its wake, unable 
to deliver medicines, medical equipment, and aid in the 

midst of a global pandemic. In contrast to this stark imagery, and 
supplemented by the circulating memes, the biggest realisation that 
the image brought amongst the masses was the ginormous size of 
current-day ships. Interestingly, future ships are projected to get 
even bigger, and smarter, as economics and technological advance-
ments in automation and containerisation take the driver’s seat, to 
meet the ever-rising global trade demands. In addition to getting 
bigger and increasingly intelligent, ships need to be greener. Green 
ships are the need of the hour as the current majority typically 
combust cheap and polluting fuels in rather conventional diesel 
engines, which collectively release more carbon dioxide than 
Germany on an annual basis [1] while significantly contributing to 
global NOX and SOX emissions. 

Batteries, fuel cells and internal combustion engines
The urgent need to drive down shipping emissions to meet the strict 

Modern marine diesel engines operating on conventional marine fuels are unable to further reduce 
the adverse environmental impact of ship emissions. With accelerating climate change and air 
pollution relapsing back to pre-Covid-19 levels, there is an urgent need to change the way we propel 
forward. Combined solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)-internal combustion engine (ICE) systems can pave 
the way for the next generation of extremely efficient prime-movers on board ships, operating on 
alternative marine fuels, with ultra-low emissions. 

COMBINED SOFC-ICE  

SYSTEMS
A pathway to meet the IMO 2030 
regulations & beyond

emission regulations and goals set up by the International Maritime 
Organization (like a whopping forty per cent CO2 reduction by 2030) 
has set the maritime industry along a path of self-reflection and 
transition to alternative fuels and power generation systems. While 
the automotive industry seems to be leaning towards battery-elec-
tric vehicles to reduce its environmental impact, a clear solution or 
pathway for the maritime energy transition is currently undecided. 
At present, state-of-the-art batteries can only propel small fully 
electric ships or ferries over small distances due to their signifi-
cantly lower energy densities. However, electric ships seem to be 
gathering much interest and traction, with electricity being alterna-
tively generated from fuel cells or alternative fuel internal combus-
tion engines in place of batteries. Fuel cells make a lot of sense for 
power generation on board ships as these electrochemical energy 
conversion devices can produce high-efficiency electrical power 
with zero harmful emissions without vibrations and noise. Addition-
ally, high modularity and good part-load performance make them 
very attractive for maritime applications. Next to this, ships have 
been partially electric for several years with electricity generated 
from conventional diesel generators to drive electric motors for pro-
pulsion. In the green revolution, these diesel engines are poised to 
be replaced with advanced, efficient, and cleaner marine engines 
operating on alternative fuels such as liquified natural gas (LNG), 
methanol, ammonia, and even hydrogen.  
 
A combined SOFC-ICE power generation system 
Armed with multiple fuel and energy conversion options, novel inte-
grated solutions can be developed with different energy conversion 
devices that optimally complement each other to maximise overall 
performance, thus, advancing each technology while avoiding the 
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“either/or” debate. Motivated by this idea, GasDrive is a novel mari-
time power plant concept that proposes a serial integration of a sol-
id oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and an internal combustion engine (ICE) to 
achieve high system efficiency with ultra-low emissions. Figure 1 
shows a schematic representation of the GasDrive SOFC-ICE ma-
rine power plant [2].  
SOFCs are high temperature (600-1000°C) fuel cells with an ion-con-
ducting solid electrolyte placed between an anode and cathode 
electrode. Unlike polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), 
the main advantage of SOFCs is the ability to readily use hydrocar-
bon fuels like natural gas in addition to ammonia and hydrogen to 
generate electrical power with high efficiency. Standalone SOFCs 
can reach efficiency levels of more than fifty per cent [3].  
In GasDrive, the SOFC operates on natural gas to produce high-effi-
ciency electrical power. The reaction processes at the anode of 
these high-temperature fuel cells produce electrons in addition to 
the anode-off gas (AOG), that is, a mixture of hydrogen, carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide, and water vapour. This AOG contains us-
able energy in the form of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, which 
can be combusted in a gas engine as stand-alone fuel or as a blend 
with natural gas for additional power generation, thus, enhancing 
propulsion efficiency and system performance through integration. 
An integrated SOFC-ICE system, in which the ICE operates on a thir-
ty-seventy AOG-NG blend (by volume), can increase energy effi-
ciency by about eight per cent while reducing unburnt hydrocar-
bons by more than seventy per cent, NOX by sixty per cent, and CO2 

emissions by twenty per cent compared to a stand-alone natural 
gas engine of the same power output as shown in figure 2. The sys-
tem performance significantly depends on the power split between 
the two energy conversion devices [4]. Researchers have shown 

that such a combined 
SOFC-ICE system, with an 
eighty-five-fifteen power 
split, and an advanced 
compression ignition en-
gine operating on only AOG 
could have the potential of 
achieving electrical power 
generation efficiency of 
seventy per cent [5]. 
For maritime applications, 
an integrated system with 
a small SOFC and large ICE 
load share would be most 
suitable given space and 
weight considerations on 
board ships, required tran-

sient capabilities, and costs. A recent simulation case study of a no-
tional Dutch naval vessel, in which the conventional hybrid die-
sel-fuelled power plant was replaced by the GasDrive SOFC-ICE 
power plant with a 27-73 power split, showcased the high-efficiency 
operation potential of the novel integrated system at part loads [6]. 

An integrated 
SOFC-ICE system 
can increase 
energy efficiency 
while reducing 
unburnt 
hydrocarbons 

Figure 1. Basic schematic representation of the combined SOFC-ICE power generation system.
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Potential efficiency improvements of up to twenty per cent and 
higher could be achieved at low ship speeds (five to fifteen knots) 
by controlling the amount of AOG blended with natural gas based on 
engine loading and the SOFC-ICE load sharing compared to the orig-

inal diesel-fuelled power plant. At the same time, the integrated 
SOFC-ICE system could potentially cut down CO2 emissions by forty 
per cent over the operational profile, thus, closing the gap to the 
ambitious goal of carbon dioxide reductions set up by the IMO for 
2030. In fact, very recent research at the Delft University of Technol-
ogy reveals that an integrated battery, SOFC, and ICE system cou-
pled with smart energy and power management strategies could 
not only meet the highly fluctuating load requirements of a dredger, 
but also further reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 53 per cent [7].  
 
Paradigm shift 
The potential of integrating SOFC and ICE for ship propulsion is not 
only recognised by the research community, but also by multiple in-
dustrial partners of GasDrive, namely, Damen Schelde Naval Ship-
building (DSNS), Pon-Power, Royal IHC, Feadship, Boskalis, Ocean-
co, Wärtsilä, and the Dutch Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO). 
Additionally, Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI) is relying on integrat-
ing SOFCs, dual-fuel LNG engines, and energy storage systems on 
board their wind turbine installation vessel (WTIV) to slash carbon 
dioxide emissions by up to fifty per cent [8]. Taking this forward, re-
searchers at the Delft University of Technology are working on Am-
moniaDrive (the successor to GasDrive) to achieve zero carbon and 
zero harmful emissions by researching and developing ammonia- 
fuelled combined SOFC-ICE marine power plants [9]. With the frui-
tion of this research, combined SOFC-ICE systems can initiate a par-
adigm shift in ship performance and operations. 
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Figure 2. Potential efficiency improvements [%] and emission reductions [%] of a combined SOFC-ICE power plant at different 

power splits with a total system power output of 750 kWe. All emissions are calculated in g/kWh. 
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J ames Nielen is studying at the Maritime Research Institute 
Willem Barentsz to become a Maritime Officer. For his 
Bachelor's thesis, he researched the possible benefits of 
neural networks in day-to-day shipping operations. He de-

scribes his research in this article.
To research the possibilities of neural networks, first a simulated 
environment in which ships can be controlled through various 
tracks and situations was needed. This was accomplished through 
the creation of a “ship simulator game” in Python. Once satisfied 
with the results, the controls were handed over to the neural net-
works as I sat back and watched them learn.
I would see this being used in practice to help determine optimal 
parameters for the vessel’s autopilot. Neural networks have also 
shown to automatically compensate for actuator failure, can opti-
mise for inevitable fouling and for change in the vessel’s character-
istics over time. All in all, I see this applied as a tool to be used at 
the officer’s discretion.

What is required?
To simulate and test, it is necessary to write code for and link differ-
ent functions. The following is required:
• A simulation environment (PyGame), which includes (random) 

track creation, track limit collision and sea state modification.
• Vessels with a method of sensory data generation and input on 

manoeuvring and their physics.
• Reproduction of neural networks with a method of “reward” 

and a method of reproduction.

Creating an environment
The environment was created using the Python PyGame module. 
This was chosen due to its ease of use and the plethora of available 
open-source projects found on GitHub. GitHub is an online platform 
that lets users collaborate on or adopt open-source code projects. 
This allows for a lot of the code required to be borrowed from simi-

Every ship handles differently depending on hull shape, meteorological conditions, and its loading 
condition. If the officer of the watch finds the ship handles differently than expected, he may counter 
this to a certain degree by adjusting the ship’s autopilot parameters. There are a total of twelve 
parameters that can be set, most of which directly relate to each other. Can neural networks simplify 
or otherwise aid in this effort? 

NEURAL NETWORKS 
IN SHIPS

lar projects available on this platform.
After creating an initial environment from scratch to get accus-
tomed to the ins and outs of the PyGame, I set out to find a project 
on GitHub that was similar enough to use as the foundation for this 
project. I ended up using the repository “Neural-network-cars”, up-
loaded by “ReadySetPython” [1] as it included a track generation 
tool, a rudimentary implementation of neural network evolution that 
was easily switched out to a genetic algorithm of my choice, as well 
as functions that could be readily implemented and adapted to the 
needs of this project. This saved me a lot of time in trial and error to 
get functions such as the collision logic to work for example.
Initially, the intention was to manoeuvre the vessels by routing the 
neural network output through a simulated autopilot by use of the 
Nomoto model. It is generally considered a valid simplification of 
the ship’s autopilot. Only having experience with this model in Sci- 
Lab (a MathLab alternative) and not having found any publicly avail-
able Nomoto modules or code written in Python that I could borrow, 
I was left with two options. Either write it from scratch or attempt to 
couple SciLab and Python and have them communicate directly. 
While I did make progress on the latter, I was forced to abandon 

The environment was created using the Python PyGame module.
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Nomoto implementation due to time constraints and made do with a 
proof-of-concept before introducing additional complexity and risk-
ing this becoming a full-time break-down maintenance job.

Challenges to overcome
Once the neural network can control the vessel, it needs to be as-
signed challenges. A vessel must stay within the assigned track lim-
its. If a vessel finds itself outside of the allowed limits of the gener-
ated track, its run will be ended. The track generator was an 
incredibly useful tool to train the networks in a variety of situations. 
This allows them to behave differently and optimise for both tight 
turns and long straight stretches.
A basic sea state was added by including an additional velocity 
vector component to each vessel. This simulates a basic drift that 
the vessels need to adapt to. Time restraints and “action limits” 
were imposed to discourage slow behaviour while reducing the out-
put.

Neural network implementation
The initial runs consisted of vessels with simple neural networks 
consisting of five input and four output nodes. At this stage, the 
neural networks will control the ships directly as opposed to imple-
menting and using a simulated autopilot. 
Each vessel has five sensors, angled 45 degrees from each other. 

These sensors return the 
distance between the ves-
sel’s location to the track 
limits. The output nodes 
consist of the various ac-
tions the network is al-
lowed to control directly. 
These are: increase veloci-
ty, decrease velocity, turn 
left, and turn right.
In between the in- and out-
put nodes can be several 
layers of “hidden” nodes, 
these are best thought of 
as a black box and allow 

the neural network to develop additional complexity over time.
The sensor data is processed through this network from left to right. 
Each weighed connection (modifier) can be assigned any value be-
tween -1 and 1. This is visualised through the colours red and green 
respectively, as well as the thickness.

Evolution
NEAT is the genetic algorithm (GA) I have chosen for the selective 
breeding and mutation of the neural networks. I chose NEAT as it 
has shown its strength in the simulation and recreation of user-in-
put for a wide variety of problems, including gameplay and simple 
control tasks. It also applies speciation within its population, which 
groups similarly evolved neural networks together and grades them 
accordingly. This ensures unique species are given a chance to 
evolve without immediately having to compete with possibly older 

and more complexly evolved species. This makes it versatile in so-
called reinforced learning. The Python NEAT module [2] was used 
for this project.

Promising technology
During the run, the vessel accumulates a score based on what is 
deemed desirable and undesirable. In this case, the network’s fit-
ness was evaluated to encourage the behaviours maximising dis-
tance, maximising velocity, and minimising actions taken.
The implementation and progression of the neural networks seems 
promising. They already seem to compensate for various externally 
introduced errors. The current setup seems viable for implementa-
tion of an autopilot.
I ran into difficulties when attempting to join the SciLab Nomoto 
model with the simulation environment, as specific Python imple-
mentations of this model weren’t freely available. This is something 
that can and should be further investigated in future research. The 
original goal of this project was to work with the Nomoto model. 
Unfortunately, I had to make do with direct input and so cannot 
comment on the further implications of the use of the Nomoto model 
in the current context. 
Furthermore, to me, the idea of two neural networks working in 
tandem, controlling the ship and the autopilot respectively is incred-
ibly exciting and something I would like to see continued at a later 
date.

Two neural 
networks could 
possibly work in 
tandem, 
controlling both 
ship and autopilot

James van Nielen
Student Maritime Officer at the 
Maritime Institute Willem Barentsz, 
james.van.nielen@ 
student.nhlstenden.com

A randomly weighed neural network.
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È TA Shipping in Leeuwarden, the Netherlands, was founded 
in 2019 and is active in dry cargo short sea shipping. ÈTA 
Transitions followed in 2021 and is focused on in-house 
product innovation and acts as a consultant to third party 

energy transitions.
The type of vessel selected for the project is a coaster intended to 
sail between the Baltic and the Mediterranean with mainly forest 
products like lumber, pulp and paper products. The intention is to 
build a series of ships of the same type and size for this trade. A to-
tal of six ships are planned to be built. ÈTA Shipping claims that the 
charter (the cargo) is available once the ships have been built and 
are commissioned. ÈTA Shipping is at present negotiating the fi-
nance conditions with eventual investors, but so far, pre-financing 
is still pending. Negotiations are also in progress with a number of 
preferred building yards.
 
Market
The present age of “short sea” ships is rather high with the oldest 
ships built in 1993. Out of a total of 533 vessels, registered in the Eu-
ropean Union, mainly Dutch and German register, 3.4 per cent or 
eighteen ships are less than six years old. Nineteen per cent are 

ÈTA has launched a project which is to result in an energy efficient vessel. The name ÈTA has been 
selected due to the fact that the Greek letter “η” (eta) is used as a symbol for efficiency. The 
objective is to reduce emissions as much as possible. This is to be accomplished by implementing a 
number of measures. 

 ÈTA 6700
 An extremely energy efficient vessel

over twenty years old (normally the useful lifetime for this type of 
vessel). ÈTA seeks to participate in the fleet renewal and sees op-
portunity to introduce ships with very low harmful emissions. The 
high energy efficiency and low emissions are achieved by drasti-
callly reducing crew size (as the crew is part of the harmful emis-
sion situation), optimising all systems for maximum efficiency and 
introducing new techniques such as alternative fuels for the diesel 
engines (like ammonia or methanol), wind power and fuel cells.

Hull form and arrangements
The bow has no flare and this means that the ship will not ride with 
the waves, but will pass right through them. The waterline forward 
has an angle of about 25° to the centreline. Seakeeping tests as 
well as performance tests in ice have been carried out at the test-
ing tanks in Hamburg (HSVA). Based on these model tests, ÈTA 
claims that in head seas, the forecastle deck is dry and there will 
not be any “green water” on top of the hatches. The mooring deck 
forward is 7.3 metres above the deep load line. 
The aft ship is of the pram type with full width at the transom and a 
U-shaped skeg encompassing the propeller shaft.
The hold has double skin with a depth of about 1.5 metres. The total 

Photo: Artist’s impression of the ÈTA 6700 project. Please note the hatches under the gantry belong to the tweendeck (courtesy ÈTA Transitions).
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length of the hold is 70.5 metres. There is a tween-deck at 5.45 me-
tres above base line. The tween-deck hatches can be removed and 
stored on deck as depicted in the artist's impression. Equipment ac-
cess to the machinery spaces is through a hatch on poop-deck just 

forward of the accommodation. The size of the hatch is 6 x 1.5 me-
tres. The travelling gantry on deck for handling hatch covers has a 
safe working load of 21.5 tonnes. The deck hatches are “self-cleat-
ing” with a special locking system requiring no manual interference 
and no hydraulics.
The deckhouse aft is located off-centre with the purpose of allow-
ing a number of twenty foot containers to be stored athwartships on 
portside. Two side by side and up to three high. These containers 
will contain fuel cells, batteries, or possibly fuel for fuel cells and/or 
diesel generators as required for the operation. This enables a very 
flexible power plant arrangement.
Fouling can increase fuel consumption by ten to twenty per cent 
within a two-year period if left unchecked. The intention is for the 
ÈTA 6700 to receive a hard glossy epoxy coat on the underwater 
hull. This antifouling is non-toxic and will form a hard surface mak-
ing it difficult for marine organisms to settle and is easy to clean. 
The “In Water Survey” (IWS) notation permits one drydocking in a 
five-year period. This type of coating is also beneficial to the ship’s 
ice-breaking characteristics.
 
Accommodation
Accommodation is provided for a total of eight people. All cabins 
are one-person cabins and are en suite. Two cabins have separate 

 MAIN PARTICULARS
The ÈTA 6700 project has the following main particulars:
Length over all 107.25 metres
Length waterline 105.15 metres
Breadth moulded 15.80 metres
Depth to maindeck 8.35 metres
Maximum draught 7.20 metres
Deadweight 6,700 tonnes
Total cargo hold volume 9450 m3 (333,700 cubic feet)
Maximum speed 12 knots
Operational speed 10.5 knots
Class Lloyd’s Register    
 100A1, strengthened for heavy cargo 15 t/m2 

 Container cargoes in holds and on upper deck 
 hatch-covers
 Ice class 1A Finnish-Swedish ice class
 NAV 1, IBS,
 IWS,    LMC, UMS

General arrangement of the ÈTA 6700 (courtesy ÈTA Transitions).
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bedrooms. There are also a change room, a gymnasium, an office 
and a dayroom/messroom.
 
Machinery and propulsion arrangements
The basic power generation is diesel electric with three diesel gen-
erators on the tween-deck level, three switchboards and below the 
propulsion room with an electric motor. The reason for selecting 
diesel electric is the reliability of the modern diesel generators as 
well as a low fuel consumption compared to a diesel engine direct 
on the propeller-shaft via a gearbox and a controllable pitch propel-
ler. By selecting a “DC bus” configuration, it is possible to optimise 
the diesels’ fuel consumption by varying the speed (rpm) with re-
spect to the load. 
DC bus means that the alternating current (AC) generators are fitted 
with a rectifier and feeding the main busbar with direct current 
(DC). The advantage is that the AC consumers can be fed via a fre-
quency converter with the frequency (speed) as required. With an 
AC distribution system, the frequency converter consists of a recti-
fier and a frequency converter to produce the correct frequency for 
the AC consumer. The frequency converter with a DC bus system is 
simpler and cheaper due to the fact that the rectifying part is not 
required. The disadvantage is that the main busbar must be split in 
two (SOLAS requirement for all main power generation and distribu-
tion systems). In order to run an energy efficient system, it is prefer-
able to have the bus-tie breaker closed during normal operation. In 
case of failure, the bus-tie breaker will open. The DC is difficult to 
break, compared to AC where the current is passing through zero 
about 120 times per second (60 Hz). Certain companies like Siemens 
have found a solution for operating the DC bus-tie breaker (Siemens 
Blue Drive). DC Bus also makes it very easy to connect battery 
packs and fuel cell applications as both deliver DC.
ÈTA is studying various fuel cell applications like hydrogen fuel cells 
and is also looking into the possibility of applying wind assisted pro-
pulsion like Econowind Ventifoils.

ÈTA Shipping has opted to utilise an electro motor with a diameter 
of about 2.0 metres, making about 100 rpm at full speed, directly on 
the shaft. A conventional single propeller with fixed pitch and with a 
nozzle is fitted aft in front of the rudder. The rudder is of the “flap 
type” with no ice knife, which may not be so good when manoeu-
vring in ice. 
The conventional gearbox has been eliminated, saving some three 
to five per cent in energy or fuel. The propeller diameter is about 4.0 
metres rotating at 100 rpm and is consequently more efficient than a 
more conventional size propeller. The propulsion power required is 
about 1500 kW in operational condition. The Ice 1A minimum power 
requirement has been tested at the Hamburg testing facility and 
came out at about 1150 kW. Please note that the Finnish-Swedish 

ice class has a minimum 
power requirement that 
can either be calculated or 
verified by model tests, to 
be confirmed with actual 
ice trials. The 1A ice class 
requires a minimum speed 
of 5 knots in a broken 
brash ice channel with a 
thickness of 1.0 metre.  
Each diesel generator has 
its own cooling water 
pump circulating the cool-
ing water through a box 
cooler. The other cooling 
water consumers, like 

air-conditioning, switchgear, electro motor, frequency converters, 
etc., will have their own box coolers. The cooling water pumps will 
be frequency controlled for energy efficient operation, depending 
on seawater temperature and cooling demand.
The modular design and flexibility of the machinery systems makes 
it easy to change the conventional diesel oil driven diesel genera-
tors to diesels that can use ammonia or methanol as fuel.
GRE (glass reinforced epoxy) piping will be used for all cold-water 
systems. This in order to save on weight and maintenance cost. Be-
low the bridge, there is an instrument room, which makes modifica-
tion of electronic equipment or change out of complete units easy.

Reduced manning
ÈTA 6700 can accommodate eight people, but the objective is to sail 
with a crew of only four. Yet, certain tasks on board require more 
hours than others like:
• Mooring operations;
• Hatch cover handling;
• Ballast operations;
• Cleaning;
• Maintenance.
To reduce the time and effort required for such tasks, various inno-
vations will be implemented on board the ship. Constant tension 
winches will be fitted in order to make mooring operations easy. 
The hatch cover operations are autonomously controlled and re-

ÈTA 6700 can 
accommodate 
eight people, but 
the objective is to 
sail with a crew 
of only four

Aft deck with place for machinery/power plant containers and the propeller with 

nozzle and rudder (courtesy ÈTA Transitions).
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quire no operator. Ballast operations will be autonomous and syn-
chronised with the cargo handling operation, in order to reduce 
manhours.
The intention is also to have only one person as watchkeeper at 
sea. The ship will be fitted out with various sensors giving the 
watchkeeper a supervisory position. The generators require a mini-
mum amount of maintenance and there will be a planned mainte-
nance system with spare part control, giving detailed instructions 
for the various tasks to be carried out. 
The ÈTA 6700 will be equipped with ÈTA HOMP (Holistic Operational 
Management Platform). ÈTA HOMP is an intuitive digital platform 
where all systems of the ship are integrated. Through applications 
assisted by artificial intelligence (AI) and augmented reality (AR), 
ÈTA HOMP enables semi-autonomous ship operations by junior sea-
farers. Besides two junior seafarers, ÈTA’s crew consists of two 
senior seafarers. Through ÈTA HOMP, ÈTA is able to increase cost 
efficiency, which allows ÈTA to sail with an all-Dutch crew.
The objective of the crew reduction is an all-Dutch crew sourced 
from local vocational education (MBO), which increases team co-
hesion and ownership of the crew on board the vessel, resulting in 
less incidents, a smaller footprint and better economy. Wage costs 
will be similar to a conventional foreign crew of eight seafarers. 
However, travel costs, accommodation, lodging costs, insurance 
and consumables will be significantly lower.

Weather routing
Weather routing is a way to save fuel and time by avoiding bad 
weather and eventual delays and in the worst-case weather dam-
age. Weather routing can be performed by an outside meteorologi-
cal service company. The problem with weather routing, at least in 
the past, is that the captain does not always rely on the advice giv-
en and will run at full speed to gain time and then slows down at the 
end in order to be in port just in time. This is not beneficial to fuel 
consumption. Another aspect of re-routing the ship is water depth. 
If the bottom clearance below the keel is too small and/or the speed 

too high, resistance will increase due to the bottom effect, which 
will result in a higher fuel consumption or a lower speed than antici-
pated.
ÈTA’s approach to weather routing is also a holistic one. ÈTA is de-
veloping a predictive voyage planning system with partners, where 
besides weather, sea state and current, traffic, just-in-time delivery 
in cooperation with the receiver, costs and emissions during the 
voyage will also be taken into account. The receiver and the ship-
per are able to decide beforehand on the optimal voyage planning 
with regard to time of arrival, cost of the voyage and emissions dur-
ing the voyage.
The mooring deck forward is 7.3 metres above the deep load line. 
The lack of flare will result in the vessel passing through the waves 
instead of on top of them. For the route Baltic Sea to the Mediterra-
nean, Sea Global Wave Statistics reports that the maximum signifi-
cant wave height is (Hs) is 10 to 11 metres (Hs =  average wave 
height of the upper 1/3 of all observations) and the maximum wave 
height of a particular wave can be twice that much. For about 2.3 
per cent of the time or on average eight days per year, an Hs above 
7 metres can be expected. The distance between Helsinki (Helsing-
fors) and for example Barcelona is 2790 nautical miles and at 10 
knots, this will take about twelve days in good weather. The 
strength and securing of the forward part of the deck hatches is 
well worth a consideration as “green water” may be encountered 
on top of the hatches forward.

Björn von Ubisch MSc
Naval Architect and Marine Engineer, 
General Manager of Ubitec Holding 
BV, bvu@ubitec.nl

Flatrack Ventifoil unit from Econowind (courtesy Econowind).
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MARS

Green seas on deck cause one 
fatality and four serious injuries: 
Mars 202136 
A loaded bulk carrier departed on an east-
bound Atlantic crossing in winter. Four 
days into the voyage and with the weather 
deteriorating, heavy seas were coming on 
board. The master required that the spurl-
ing pipes be secured with cement, so the 
bosun and four crew proceeded forward 
for the task. The vessel’s speed was not 
reduced prior to the task, nor was the safe-
ty management manual consulted. No tool-
box meeting was held before the crew 
went forward.  
As the men were working at the spurling 
pipes, the ship encountered a large wave, 
which broke over the bow and violently 
washed the men off their feet, dashing 
them into the ship’s structure. One suffered 
a serious head wound and the bosun was 
incapacitated. The victims were assisted 
back to the accommodation where the vic-
tim with the head wound was attended to. 
He was placed in the ship’s hospital, but 
quickly lapsed into unconsciousness and 
was placed on oxygen.  
The master diverted to the nearest port, 
which was 24 hours away. On arrival, the 
victim was rushed to hospital, but was de-
clared deceased on arrival. The bosun, 
whose mobility was seriously impaired, 
was repatriated, as were the other three 
crew with lesser injuries.  
Port state control officers boarded the ship 
and took statements from the master and 
some crew. The safety management manu-
al did not contain a “Going on deck during 
bad weather” checklist, which was none-
theless a moot point because the safety 
management system (SMS) was not even 
consulted before the task.
 
Lessons learned 
• The time-honoured practices of “Se- 

curing for sea” should be observed, 

WATCH OUT FOR HYDRODYNAMIC EFFECTS
Mariners’ Alerting and Reporting Scheme

particularly when embarking on an 
ocean crossing in winter. One of the 
best practices is ensuring the spurling 
pipe covers are placed, secured and 
cemented prior to departure. 

• Safety management manuals should 
contain guidance for all known risks 
and should be consulted as a matter of 
course – but so too should common 
sense be used before undertaking 
tasks. Slowing the ship and changing 
course so waves are not breaking over 
the bow where the crew are working 
seems an obvious course of action, 
but was not taken in this instance. 

• A toolbox meeting, held before a poten-
tially hazardous operation is under- 
taken, can help reduce risks through 
input received from all team members 
taking part. 

over ground and was about 0.7 nm from the 
LPG carrier. The pilot on the LPG carrier 
ordered hard starboard rudder, then called 
the tug on VHF radio. The LPG carrier’s bow 
was now pointing directly at the tug and its 
barges. The pilot realised the LPG vessel 
was not going to make it back to the star-
board side of the channel, so he requested 
the tug master to ‘Go to the greens’, mean-
ing the tug and barges should cross the 
channel so the vessels would then pass 
starboard to starboard.
The tug master complied and gave full port 
rudder, but within minutes, the LPG vessel’s 
bow struck one of the barges midship on 
the starboard side, penetrating the double 
hull and breaching two cargo tanks in that 
barge. The force of the collision capsized 
the second barge although no tanks were 
breached.
No crew on either vessel were injured, but 
nearly two million litres of gasoline blend-
ing stock were lost into the waterway. The 
two barges, with a combined insured value 
of $ 2,789,643, were later determined to be 
constructive total losses and scrapped.

The LPG vessel’s bow struck one of the barges midship 

on the starboard side.

The official investigation found, among oth-
er things, that the combined effect of the 
speed of the LPG vessel passing another 
large vessel in the asymmetrically shaped 
channel resulted in an uncontrollable shear 
to port by the LPG vessel, initiating the 
chain of events that led to the collision.
 

Lessons learned
• Research on hydrodynamic interaction 

Hydrodynamic effects amplify with 
speed: Mars 202138
As edited from NTSB (USA) report MAR 
2101
A loaded LPG carrier was under pilotage in 
a restricted waterway, outbound for the 
sea. It had met several inbound vessels 
without incident, and the pilot requested 
full sea speed. As the vessel’s speed in-
creased and approached 12 knots, another 
vessel was approaching inbound. The pi-
lots had agreed to a port-to-port encounter. 
As the two vessels met, several helm or-
ders were needed to control the LPG ves-
sel’s trajectory.
The LPG carrier was nonetheless shifted to 
starboard, close to the waterway bank. At 
this point, hydrodynamic forces came into 
play. The vessel was by now making 12.6 
knots, swinging to port and crossing the 
channel directly towards an inbound tug 
pushing two barges side by side. Both 
barges were fully laden with a gasoline 
blending stock.
The tow was making about 5.3 knots speed 
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All Mars Reports are also published 
online, www.swzmaritime.nl.

MARS

Editor’s note: Unwanted hydrodynam- 
ic effects on ships navigating narrow 
channels often catch ship operators 
by surprise. MARS has several in- 
stances of these types of incidents; 
usually, too much speed has con- 
tributed to the unwanted outcome. 
The official Transportation Safety 
Board of Canada report on which 
MARS 201704 is based, is a good 
example of how this phenomenon 
can take mariners by surprise. It can 
be accessed here: www.bst-tsb.gc.
ca/eng/rapports-reports/ marine/2005/
m05l0205/m05l0205.pdf

indicates that if the speed of the ship 
near a bank is too high, the rudder may 
be less able to cope with the forces in-
duced and control will be lost.

• Proceeding at full sea speed in a re- 
stricted channel not only increases the 
risks of an uncontrolled shear due to 
hydrodynamic effects, but leaves the 
mariner with few options to mitigate or 
control the situation.

Mooring fatality: Mars 202142
As edited from the Dutch Safety Board re-
port published April 2021
A small coastal cargo vessel had dis-
charged in port and was shifting berth. The 
master, controlling the vessel, was in visual 
and verbal contact with the officer on the 
bridge wing on the starboard side. Due to 
the construction of the vessel, they could 
see the crew members on the foredeck, but 
not those on the aft deck – two able sea-
men (ABs) and a trainee. Contact was 
maintained with one AB and the trainee on 
the aft deck via VHF radio. The other AB on 
the aft deck was not equipped with a simi-
lar radio. The planned manoeuvre was un-
exceptional and was one regularly carried 
out. The weather conditions were good.

The tracks of the LPG vessel and the tug with barges.

Both ABs were experienced in carrying 
out mooring operations and berth 
changes. The procedure for this operation 
specifies that the aft deck must be 
manned by two crew members. The day 
before the accident, the trainee had been 
deployed on the foredeck, but on this oc- 
casion, he was stationed on the aft deck 
for the first time, under the supervision of 
the ABs.
The three crew members on the aft deck 
stood relatively close together, but were 
not in each other’s field of vision. Due to 
the background noise caused by the en-
gines, verbal communication was difficult. 
Each was responsible for releasing and 
re-securing a mooring line: the AB on the 
aft starboard side was responsible for the 
stern line on that side; the trainee for the 
stern line on the port side; and the other 
AB for the aft spring on the starboard 
side.
Because of the short distance to be cov-
ered during the berth change, the mooring 
lines were not coiled on the storage drums 
during the manoeuvre, but left loose on 
deck.
The aft starboard spring was paid out and 
then secured. The master then instructed 
the AB with the radio to slightly slacken the 
spring to allow the vessel to go astern a 
further 5 metres. As the AB worked the aft 
spring to give it slack, the two unsecured 
stern lines started running quickly into the 
water. The AB stopped the starboard stern 
line from running out, but due to the stern-
way of the ship, this line became entangled 

in the propeller. It quickly came under tre-
mendous tension and then failed. The AB 
was hit by the recoiling section of the 
mooring line.
The alarm was sounded and first aid was 
administered immediately and an ambu-
lance was called. In an attempt to stop the 
severe bleeding caused to one of the vic-
tim’s legs, a tourniquet was applied. About 
forty minutes later the victim was evacuat-
ed by ambulance, but by that time the vic-
tim had fallen unconscious. The victim died 
in hospital later that day.
The official investigation found, among oth-
er things, that:
• The mooring lines left loose on deck 

were a hazard, and were able to enter 
the water unhindered.

• The AB that worked the spring line had 
not taken sufficient rest hours prior to 
the incident. This may have influenced 
his actions and his supervisory role.

Lessons learned
• Keeping a clean and unobstructed 

deck is a best practice that helps re- 
duce risks.

• Communication is key during mooring. 
The bridge should immediately be ad- 
vised of any situation that may escalate 
and cause negative consequences, 
such as a line in the water near the 
propeller.

Location of the 

mooring lines and 

victim.
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Bij uitgeverij Walburg Pers verscheen 
Slag in de Javazee - Oorlog tussen Neder-
land en Japan van Anne Doedens en Liek 
Mulder. Hierin worden de twee zeeslagen 
in de Javazee, het Nederlandse optreden 
en andere relevante gebeurtenissen uit de 
korte Nederlands-Japanse Oorlog van de-
cember 1941 tot maart 1942 beschreven.

De tekst is aangevuld met verslagen van 
deelnemers aan de strijd. De auteurs geven 
een overzicht van de opkomst van Japan als 
maritieme natie en de onderschatting daar-
van door de geallieerden. Een teken aan de 
wand had al moeten zijn het verlies van de 
Britse slagschepen H.M.S. Prince of Wales 
en Repulse op 10 december 1941. Op 8 de-
cember 1941, een dag na de Japanse aanval 
op Pearl Harbor, verklaarde Nederland de 
oorlog aan Japan. Drie maanden later 
staakte het Koninklijk Nederlands-Indisch 
Leger (KNIL) de strijd en begon de Japanse 
bezetting van de belangrijkste Nederlandse 
kolonie die duurde tot 15 augustus 1945. De 
Nederlands-Japanse Oorlog was onderdeel 
van de blitzkrieg-achtige opmars van de Ja-
panners in Zuidoost-Azië. Zij waren beter 
getraind en uitgerust dan de geallieerden 
die hun strijdkrachten hadden samenge-

voegd in het American-British-Dutch-Aus-
tralian Command (ABDA), eerst onder com-
mando van de Amerikaanse admiraal T.C. 
Hart vanaf 15 januari 1942. Toen de neder-
laag zich al aftekende, volgde op 14 februari 
de Nederlandse vice-admiraal C.E.L. Helf-
rich hem op. Een dag later capituleerde Sin-
gapore en circuleerden in de Amerikaanse, 
Britse en Australische krin-
gen berichten Java op te ge-
ven. Of de beslissing van 
Helfrich om Doorman met zijn 
eskader in de waagschaal te 
stellen in plaats van zijn 
schepen in veiligheid te 
brengen juist was, is zeer de 
vraag. Door gebrek aan 
luchtsteun kon Doorman wei-
nig uitrichten en hij stelde of 
het niet beter was de Striking 
Force terug te laten vallen op 
Ceylon of Australië. Op uit-
drukkelijk bevel van Helfrich moest de strijd 
op de Javazee worden uitgevochten en de 
geallieerden hadden versterking van het 
restantje vloot niet nodig. Helfrich vertrok 
naar Ceylon en de plichtsbetrachting van 
Doorman verdient groot respect.  

Dr. Doedens (1945), oud-docent Nieuwe Ge-
schiedenis bij hoger-onderwijsinstellingen 
in Amsterdam, en Mulder (1942), historicus 
en oud-docent geschiedenis in het voortge-
zet onderwijs, hebben de mythe ‘Ik val aan... 
volgt mij’ ontrafeld. Tijdens de eerste Slag in 
de Javazee in de nacht van 27 op 28 februa-
ri 1942 kwam schrijnend het verschil tussen 

de moderne Japanse militaire 
zeemacht en die van de gealli-
eerden aan het licht. In deze 
ongelijke strijd, inclusief de 
tweede Slag op 1 maart, sneu-
velden 2000 geallieerden, on-
der wie ruim 900 Nederlan-
ders. Nederland verloor bij de 
eerste slag de kruisers Hr. Ms. 
De Ruyter en Hr. Ms. Java en 
de jager Hr. Ms. Kortenaer, 
tijdens de tweede gingen de 
Britse zware kruiser H.M.S. 
Exeter, de Amerikaanse zware 

kruiser U.S.S. Houston en de Australische 
kruiser H.M.A.S. Perth verloren.
Slag in de Javazee, 192 pagina’s, afbeeldin-
gen, formaat: 15 x 23 cm, ISBN: 
9789462491380, Walburg Pers, Zutphen, 
prijs: € 21,50, info: www.walburgpers.nl  

 Slag in de Javazee

Ook verscheen bij dezelfde uitgeverij In de schaduw van de Java-
zee - Brieven van viceadmiraal Pieter Koenraad naar bevrijd Ne-
derland. De brieven zijn het persoonlijke verhaal van een hoog- 
geplaatste marineofficier, die tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog 
een van de brandpunten van de strijd tegen Japan meemaakte.  

Het boek verschaft inzicht in de problemen waarmee ons land in 
Nederlands-Indië, tijdens de oorlog en na de capitulatie van Japan, 
werd geconfronteerd. Koenraad was openhartig over persoonlijke 
aangelegenheden en kritisch over de rol van diverse bekende politi-
ci en militairen in de top van de krijgsmacht. Anderhalf jaar voor zijn 
pensionering werd kapitein ter zee Koenraad (1890-1968) in 1938 uit-
gezonden naar Nederlands Oost-Indië. Het zouden uiteindelijk acht 
enerverende jaren worden. Als commandant van de marine in Soe- 
rabaja maakte hij de strijd tegen de invallende Japanners in 1942 
van dichtbij mee. Hij lunchte met schout-bij-nacht Karel Doorman, 
vlak voordat deze met het geallieerde eskader uitvoer en een dag 
later, op 27 februari, met zijn vlaggenschip Hr. Ms. De Ruyter in de 
Javazee ten onder ging. Op 2 maart gelastte Koenraad de vernieling 

In de schaduw van de Javazee  

GERRIT J. DE BOER, GERRITJDEBOER@GMAIL.COM

van het Marine Etablissement in 
Soerabaja, waar circa 18.000 mensen 
werkten. Met de laatst beschikbare 
onderzeeboot Hr. Ms. K 12 evacueer-
de hij naar Australië en reisde door 
naar Engeland. In 1943 werd hij mari-
necommandant Australië en onderbe-
velhebber van de strijdkrachten in het 
oosten. Na de capitulatie van Japan 
was hij nog een paar maanden waar-
nemend commandant der zeemacht 
in Nederlands-Indië en werd hij ge-
confronteerd met de gewelddadig- 
heden van de Bersiap-periode. Vanaf de bevrijding van Nederland 
in mei 1945 tot en met zijn thuiskomst schreef Koenraad vanuit de 
Oost luchtpostbrieven over zijn belevenissen tijdens de oorlog aan 
zijn familieleden in Nederland. Het boek is geschreven door Theo 
Doorman (1935), de jongste zoon van Karel Doorman.   
In de schaduw van de Javazee, 176 pagina’s, afbeeldingen, formaat: 
15 x 23 cm, ISBN: 9789462492806, prijs: € 22,95
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COMMUNICEER GERICHT MET VAKPROFESSIONALS 
IN DE MARITIEME SECTOR

  SWZ Maritime    www.swzmaritime.nl   SWZ Maritime Newsletter  

Meer informatie?
Neem vrijblijvend contact op met

Bert Veninga, accountmanager
Telefoon: +31 (0)6 51 586 888
E-mail: bert@veninga.net

DOELGROEP
De doelgroep van SWZ Maritime bestaat 
in het bijzonder uit leidinggevenden, 
constructeurs, zeevarenden, studenten 
maritieme techniek en deskundigen op 
het gebied van de maritieme, nautische 
en offshore-techniek.

THEMANUMMERS 2021
10   Europort/Maritime Awards Gala

11   Fishing 

12   North Sea 2030: spatial planning, 
eco systems and safety

BEREIKCIJFERS
13.056 lezers per editie

1.750  abonnees nieuwsbrief 

per twee weken

20.000  unieke bezoekers per maand

58.000  pageviews per maand

SWZ_Stopper2021_halve-pag.indd   1SWZ_Stopper2021_halve-pag.indd   1 16-09-2021   09:0316-09-2021   09:03

 VAN DE SWZ-BESTUURSTAFEL
Als uitgever van zowel het tijdschrift 
SWZ|Maritime als de bijbehorende web-
site en digitale nieuwsbrief besteedt de 
Stichting SWZ een aantal uitvoerende 
taken uit aan een uitgeefpartner. Deze 
taken betreffen onder meer de productie, 
distributie en advertentiewerving. Per 1 
september jongstleden heeft MYbusi-
nessmedia BV de taak van uitgeefpartner 
van de Stichting SWZ overgenomen van 
ProMedia BV.

Binnenkort is ook het SWZ-archief, 
waaronder het Akerboom-archief, weer 
toegankelijk. Of dit met nieuwe wacht- 
woorden zal zijn of dat deze hetzelfde 
blijven is ten tijde van de verwerking van 
het tijdschrift nog niet vastgesteld. 
Informatie volgt zodra hier meer over 
bekend is.
Door de overgang naar een nieuwe uit-
geefpartner wijzigen sommige contact-  
gegevens. Hiervoor verwijzen wij u graag 

naar het colofon op de gebruikelijke 
plaats achter in het tijdschrift SWZ|Mari-
time. Mochten er vragen zijn over de ver-
andering van uitgeefpartner, dan ben ik 
namens het bestuur bereid voor zover  
 mogelijk daarop te antwoorden.
 
Namen het bestuur van SWZ ,
Wim Veldhuyzen, voorzitter

SWZ|Maritime is onder meer het periodiek van de Koninklijke Nederlandse Vereniging van Technici op Scheepvaartgebied,  
opgericht in 1898. SWZ|Maritime verschijnt elfmaal per jaar. Het lidmaatschap van de KNVTS bedraagt € 88,00 per jaar, voor  
juniorleden € 39,00 per jaar, beide inclusief dit periodiek. Een digitaal lidmaatschap (alleen voor studenten) kost € 15,00 per jaar. 
Het geeft u de vooraankondigingen van de maandelijkse lezingen, te houden op vier verschillende plaatsen in Nederland en  
korting op verschillende activiteiten. U kunt zich opgeven als lid bij de algemeen secretaris van de KNVTS, Zeemansstraat 13, 
3016 CN Rotterdam, e-mail: secretariaat@knvts.nl of via het aanmeldingsformulier op de website: www.knvts.nl.
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Hydraulic engineering
(dredging/offshore/wind energy)

Van Oord Dredging and Marine
Contractors
Schaardijk 211
3063 NH Rotterdam
Telefoon Fleet Recruitment:
+31 (0)88 8268532
Telefoon algemeen Recruitment:
+ 31 (0)88 8268756
E-mail: recruitment@vanoord.com
www.vanoord.com

As a global marine contractor with over 
150 years of experience, we focus on 
dredging and marine construction, 
offshore wind, offshore infrastructure 
and infrastructure in the Netherlands. 
We work safe and partner with our 
clients and stakeholders to create 
innovative and sustainable solutions.

Electronics

Bachmann electronic 
Bachmann electronic
Vendelier 65-69
3905 PD  Veenendaal
Tel: +31 (0)85 2100550
E-mail: r.epskamp@bachmann.info
www.bachmann.info
Contact: Ronald Epskamp

Bachmann electronic, an internationally 
active high-tech company with 40 years 
experience, headquarters in Feldkirch 
(Austria), provides complete system 
solutions for the wind energy, machine 
building and marine & offshore 
technology fi eld. The very robust system 
received HALT/HASS, GL, UL, TÜV, BV, 
LR, ABS, DNV approvals. The realtime 
multitasking OS provides enough power 
for excellent performance!

Experts & Surveyors

Doldrums B.V.
Marine & Technical Surveyors
Waalstraat 26
3087 BP Rotterdam 
Tel. +31-(0)10-4299590
Fax +31-(0)10-4296686
E-mail: offi ce@doldrumsbv.nl
www.doldrumsbv.nl

Crankshaft, connecting 
rod, engine block repair

Mark van Schaick Marine Services
Nieuwe Waterwegstraat 7
3115 HE Schiedam
Tel.  +31(0)10 409 05 99
Fax  +31(0)10 409 05 90
E-mail: info@markvanschaick.nl
www.markvanschaick.nl

•  Crankshaft Repair (max. length 
12000mm)

• Repair of Engine- and Industrial Parts
• Connectingrod Repair
• Lineboring
• Technical Consultants
• Marine and Industrial Spare Parts
• Whitemetal Bearings
• Hardchromeplating
• In Situ Machining
• Camshaft Repair
• Laser Cladding
• Shaft Straightening

Gangway’s, accomodation 
ladders en bridges

Marteq BV
Maalderij 6, 2913 LZ
Nieuwerkerk ad IJssel
Tel.: + 31 10 232 91 92
Email: offi ce@marteq.eu
www.marteq.eu

Marteq is the EU leader in the design 
and manufacturing of aluminium 
gangways, accommodation ladders 
and offshore bridges. With over 15 years 
of experience Marteq can provide the 
perfect product that will fi t your 
requirements. All of our products are 
designed and manufactured in our own 
factory. Marteq manufactures within 
the EN/ISO and AWS welding standards, 
complete with ISO 9001:2015 and 
EN1090 certifi cation. With customization 
possible on a large scale, you will 
always fi nd the product that fi ts your 
requirements. 

Manoeuvring systems, 
propeller shafts and seals

Machinefabriek De Waal
Biesboschhaven Noord 4
4251 NL  Werkendam
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0)183 501811
Email: info@dewaalbv.nl
www.dewaalbv.nl

The core business of De Waal mechanical 
engineering plant and shipping 
engineering, is: designing and 
manufacturing Stuwa rudders, steering 
engines, propeller shaft systems and seals 
for sea and inland shipping, the fi shing 
industry and the yacht-building industry. 
The trained technicians have an extensive 
knowledge of steering machines and 
propulsion systems. De Waal is a 
family-owned business, since 1938.

Maritime training

Nova College Scheepvaart
The Maritime Academy of Nova College 
is based in IJmuiden and Harlingen. 
Established over a century ago, it is one 
of the oldest and most experienced 
maritime training institutes in the 
Netherlands. All locations are geared to 
their specialism, preparing people for all 
modern functions at sea and on shore.

Internationally certifi ed
A wide range of training and education 
programmes are available, for 
professionals in the maritime industry 
both nautical and technical in the 
merchant navy, fi shery and inland 
navigation. Operators of locks and 
bridges are also trained and the 
Academy participates in various 
consultancy and research assignments. 
Contract education by the Academy is 
internationally certifi ed.
www.novacollege.nl/scheepvaart
+31(0)23 530 2900
scheepvaart@novacollege.nl

HVCA and sanitary systems

BVVH Gebr. De Haan B.V.
Industrieweg 27
9601 LJ Hoogezand
T: (0)598 392075
E: info@gebrdehaan.nl
http://www.gebrdehaan.nl

Gebr. De Haan is a company well known 
to shipping and industry. De Haan 
started 150 years ago as a copper 
melting-works and supplier of the 
commercial shipping trade, and later 
grew into a producer of custom-made 
HVAC and sanitary installations of 
unparalleled quality. We have a long 
history, but modern day high-tech 
developments have not passed us by. 
While development of installations still 
relies on people, specialized engineering 
programs and machinery has made this 
work easier.

Naval Architects consulting 
engineers

Zwijnenburg
IJsseldijk 97
2901 BR Capelle aan den IJssel
Tel: +31 (0)180 512700 
E-mail: info@zwijnenburg.nl
www.zwijnenburg.nl

Zwijnenburg is a family business with a 
long and respectable history in 
construction works and shipbuilding. It is 
the combination of entrepreneurship, 
passion, positive mentality and 
no-nonsense policy that makes 
Zwijnenburg a unique company.

At Zwijnenburg, everything is aimed at 
delivering a high quality product, safely 
and on time regardless of the size and 
complexity of the work. We consist of 
four main disciplines: a Shipyard, 
Engineering, Machineshop and 
constructions.

Shiprepair and maintenance

EDR Antwerp Shipyard
Industrieweg 11, quay 403, 2030 
Antwerp – Belgium
T: +32 3 253 27 52
E: info@edr-antwerp.eu
www.edr-antwerp.eu
Commercial questions: philippe.
trouillard@edr-antwerp.eu

EDR Antwerp Shipyard, new commercial 
name of Engine Deck Repair nv – your 
full service shipyard at the heart of 
Europe.  Providing fl exible one-stop shop 
solutions for vessel maintenance, repair 
and conversion. Installation of ballast 
water treatment systems, scrubbers, 
propeller retrofi t, reefer upgrades and 
many more. Other departments:
•  Technical Supplies: sale and purchase 

of critical spare parts 27/4, supply of 
original spares or other high-quality 
solutions, cane load tests, supply of 
engine parts, insulation services and 
supplies, etc.

•  Spare Part Distribution: logistic 
activities to transport, pack and store 
your spare parts and vessel 
equipment. We transport with our own 
specialized fl eet of trucks and we have 
in-house custom declared 
warehousing up to 16.000 m²

•  Inland: dedicated department creating 
a one stop shop for all requirements 
Captain/Owners and managers of 
inland vessels may have, including 
specialized docking rated
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Stern tube seals

 

Technisch Bureau Uittenbogaart
Nikkelstraat 7
NL-2984 AM Ridderkerk
P.O. Box 165
NL-2980 AD Ridderkerk
Tel.  +31 88 368 00 00
Fax. +31 88 368 00 01
E-mail: info@tbu.nl
Website: www.tbu.nl

Technisch Bureau Uittenbogaart is since 
1927 active in the shipping and 
shipbuilding industry as exclusive agent in 
the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg 
for a wide range of A class brands.
- SIMPLEX-COMPACT 2000 Seals
- Centrax Bulkhead Seals

Steel iron foundry
 

 
Allard-Europe NV
Veedijk 51
B-2300 Turnhout
E-mail: info@allard-europe.com
www.allard-europe.com

Heating systems, sales  
and maintenance

Heatmaster bv
lndustrial & Maritime heating systems 
Bedrijvenpark “Grotenoord”
Grotenoord 1
3341 LT Hendrik-ido-Ambacht
The Netherlands 
Postbus 252 
3340 AG Hendrik-Ido-Ambacht 
Tel. + 31 78 - 68 23 404 
Fax + 31 78 - 68 23 403 
Email: info@heatmaster.nl  
www.heatmaster.nl 
Heatmaster, your hottest innovator 
 
 
For all your maritime affairs
 

Bureau Veritas  
Marine Nederland B.V.
Gebouw “Willemswerf”
Boompjes 40
3011 XB  Rotterdam
Postbus 1046 
3000 BA Rotterdam
Tel. 010 2822666
E-mail: nld_rtd@nl.bureauveritas.com

DNV
Zwolseweg 1
2994 LB Barendrecht
Tel. 010-2922817
E-mail: rotterdammarketing@dnv.com
www.dnv.com

DNV is the world’s leading classification 
society and a recognized advisor for the 
maritime industry.
We enhance safety, quality, energy 
efficiency and environmental 
performance of the global shipping
industry – across all vessel types and 
offshore structures.

 
Lloyd’s Register
K.P. van der Mandelelaan 41a,  
3062 MB Rotterdam
Tel. 010 - 224 85 00 
E-mail: wea.marine.comms@lr.org 
www.lr.org

LR is a leading international provider  
of classification, compliance and 
consultancy services to the marine and 
offshore industries, helping our clients 
design, construct and operate their 
assets to the highest levels of safety  
and performance.

MultiSure B.V.
Contactpersoon: J.L. Niemeijer
Tosca 18
2926 PK  Krimpen aan den IJssel
Tel. 0180 552727
www.multisure.nl
E-mail: info@multisure.nl
 
MultiSure is specialised in insuring 
ship’s crew. We help you to be prepared 
for unexpected situations you do not 
want to think about.

Vessel Registration

Hubel Marine B.V.
Karel Doormanweg 5
3115 JD SCHIEDAM
Tel. +31-10 458 7338
A.O.H.+31-65 372 4457
E-mail: registration@hubelmarine.com
www.hubelmarine.com

We are the official Flag representative 
for Panama, Liberia, Belize , St.Kitts & 
Nevis Ship Registry. 
Our office is fully empowered to process 
the registration of your vessel on 24/7 
basis and print the related Flag 
certificates 
in our office. Furthermore we issue the 
Crew Endorsements for your seafarers 
and perform Flag related surveys.
 
Would you like to change flag ? Contact 
Hubel Marine .. leaders for  Vessel 
registration !
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Colofon
SWZ|Maritime wordt uitgegeven door de Stichting Schip en Werf 
de Zee (SWZ), waarin participeren de Koninklijke Nederlandse 
Vereniging van Technici op Scheepvaartgebied (KNVTS) en de 
Stichting de Zee. SWZ|Maritime is het verenigingsblad van de 
KNVTS.
SWZ is de eigenaar en uitgever van de titels Schip & Werf de Zee 
en SWZ|Maritime. Het bestuur van SWZ wordt gevormd door de 
participanten in SWZ (KNVTS en Stichting de Zee), die elk vier 
bestuursleden benoemen uit de doelgroepen van de lezers en 
bestaat uit de volgende personen:
Namens de KNVTS: 
Dr. Ir. W. Veldhuyzen (KNVTS), voorzitter
Ing. P. Mast (KNVTS), penningmeester
Ir. J.Th. Ligtelijn (MARIN), secretaris
Ing. R. de Graaf (NMT)
Namens de Stichting de Zee:
N. Habers (KVNR)
R.J. Gutteling (NVKK)
H. Walthie (Nautilus NL)
Ing. F. Lantsheer (KNMI)
 
Verschijnt 11 maal per jaar
 
Hoofdredacteur: A.A. Oosting
Eindredactie: mevr. M.R. Buitendijk-Pijl, MA
Redactie: G.J. de Boer, Ir. P. Boersma, Ir. H. Boonstra, Ir. A. de Bruijn, 
M. van Dijk, mevr. Ing. A. Gerritsen, Ir. J. Huisman, Ir. J.H. de Jong, 
Ir. W. de Jong, H.S. Klos, Capt. H. Roorda, B. von Ubisch, 
A. Schasfoort (SG William Froude) 
Redactie Adviesraad: Ir. A. Kik, Dr. Ir. H. Koelman, Ir. W.J. Kruijt, 
Ir. G.H.G. Lagers, T. Westra, J.K. van der Wiele 
Aan SWZ|Maritime werken regelmatig mee: B. Kuipers, 
Ir. G.H.G. Lagers, H.Chr. de Wilde

Redactieadres 
Zeemansstraat 13, 3016 CN Rotterdam 
Telefoon: 010 – 241 74 35 (alleen voor redactieaangelegenheden, 
voor abonnementen en lidmaatschap KNVTS: 010 - 241 00 94, 
secretariaat@knvts.nl)
E-mail: swz.rotterdam@knvts.nl
Website: www.swzmaritime.nl
 
Digitale bladversie SWZ|Maritime 
Het is voor abonnees binnenkort ook weer mogelijk de digitale 
online bladerversie te lezen op www.swzmaritime.nl/pdf-archive 
met de daarvoor bestemde exclusieve inloggegevens. 
Heeft u hierover vragen? Neem dan contact op met de 
klantenservice van Mybusinessmedia, 0570 – 504 342, 
klantenservice@mybusinessmedia.nl.
 
Uitgeefpartner
Mybusinessmedia
Boreelplein 70, 7411 CG Deventer
Telefoon: 0570 – 504 300
E-mail: klantenservice@mybusinessmedia.nl
 
Advertentie-exploitatie
Mybusinessmedia
Bert Veninga, accountmanager
Telefoon: 06 - 515 86 888
E-mail: bert@veninga.net
 
Alle advertentiecontracten worden afgesloten conform de  
Regelen voor het Advertentiewezen gedeponeerd bij de  
rechtbanken in Nederland.

 

Abonnementen
Nederland € 126,04*, dit is inclusief: 11x SWZ|Maritime, de SWZ 
Newsletter en toegang tot de digitale editie van SWZ|Maritime en 
het digitale archief.
* Deze prijs is excl. 9% BTW en € 3,95 administratiekosten.
Abonnementen worden tot wederopzegging aangegaan. Opzegging kan 
uitsluitend plaatsvinden door 4 weken voor het einde van de lopende 
abonnementsperiode een brief of e-mail te sturen naar:
 
(voor leden van de KNVTS) Zeemansstraat 13, 3016 CN Rotterdam of 
secretariaat@knvts.nl, 
(voor leden van Nautilus NL) Postbus 8575, 3009 AN Rotterdam of 
infonl@nautilusint.org, 
(voor overige abonnees) Mybusinessmedia, Boreelplein 70, 7411 CG 
Deventer of klantenservice@mybusinessmedia.nl 
 
Voor adreswijzigingen kunt u ook bovenstaande gegevens gebruiken. 
Voor klachten over de bezorging kunt u terecht bij Mybusinessmedia, 
telefoon 0570 – 504 342 of e-mail klantenservice@
mybusinessmedia.nl. 

Vormgeving
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